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Once more the blue appears;
Thou, too, my friend, art bright again—
Hast found relief in tears!

BENJAMIN H, BRISTOV.

he op-

posed all demands made for compensation
for slaves freed by the war. He advocated
the adoptionof the thirteenth amendment
to the constitation; as he afterwards did
all the oth¢r amendments. Soon after
this service in the Senate, he was appointed United States district attorney at Louis-

ville, Kentucky.

made

many

While in this office he

vigorous prosecutions

of

whisky and tobacco rings for frauds upon

the government. He was sent by the
government to Tennessee to make similar
prosecutions there, and

in which he was

successful. © Also whilst in this office he
sought to get official positions for colored
men, and did succeed there in Louisville,
as he has since in Washington. He took
a beld stand in public addresses for the
equal taxation of all; for the equal education of all children, colored

white.

©

as well

as

He is a patron of Berea College,

, by donations of money.

‘While District Attorney, he made vigor-

ous prosecutions against

the Kuklux

for

outrages upon colored men, and boldly

advocated the right of colored men to testify before the courts.

But few men have

done so much, by direct personal effort,
for the colored man, as B. H. Bristow, and

that too where

effort was

perilous. He

was just as faithful in Louisville, Kentucky,
years since, as now in Washington.
It is safe to trust men

who have been

faithful at times and under circumstances
that ‘tried men's souls.” Other men
may be, and doubtless

are, as honest

as

B. H. Bristow, but no man bas such a
\

is not merely the expression of joyful
hearts; it addresses itself also to backsliders and unholiness, and to all manner
of doubtful or troubled souls, who can be
reached perhaps only by the impassioned

utterance of song. Mr. Sankey would
claim that the singing of very many hymns

is only to be made a vehicle . of preaching
the gospel. ‘And on this account his sing-

ment.

The ambassador

was,

pay for it $500, the price it is said Mr. Kerr
demanded.
One Lawrence Harney was the
go-between, and ' negotiated the trade.
Green said he paid the money ($400) to
Harney, and Harney swears he paid it over
to Mr. Kerr.
It is due to Mr. Kerr to say
that he denies Harnéy’s story from beginning to the end.
He says that he does not.|
know the witness and has no recollection
of having seen him at any time. Further
developements in this transaction are bound

therefore,

directed to urge the Porte to take advantage of the opportunity, immediately 'en-

ter into megotiations with the insurgents
and make the concession judged equitable
and necessary, and thereby avoid !the
necessity of making them under the pressure of the powers.
:
:
Meanwhile an alliance, | offensive! and

to come, and

ing of ‘The Ninety-and-Nine,’ which ie (defensive, has been formed between Seronly a narrative in verse of one of Christ's vis, Roumania; Montenegro and Greece,
parables, has been. instrumental
many conversions.”

of so | and it is intimated that Thessaly and Crete
will rise and support the -insurgents in

nothern Turkey. i;
Speaking of recent Cabinet changes,
and the adverse comments on. them,
Harper's Weekly exclaims, ‘‘ In what a

disagreeable position do these events and

the universal interpretation of them leave

Mr. Conkling!
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—

is ‘‘ glad to see that

The Churchman

the Houses of Convocation of the Province

of Canterbury have taken into considera

tion the subject of letters of commendation for English Churchmen who emigrate
to this country.” It believes that a good
many emigrants are lost to its communion because they

do

not know; where.

to

find Episcopal churches, |
Finally, the Vermont Chrongcle has con-

Bgyptian atmy in Abyssinia is ‘exciting
The war has’ doubtless

About 8000 s0ldiErs have

are said to be all that may

be

expected.

This leaves about 15,000. unaccounted

for.

Several thousand were doubtless killed

in battle, and the remainder

to leave because of wounds.

of November last catised

are

unable

' The battle

the “complete

annihilation of one regimént numberin
600; only eight men returned to Egypt.

CENTRAL AMERICA.
Under
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peace

:

must cease,

Berea, Ky.

;

.

The Christian Mirror, speakitg of comrhunion wine, says that while there are a
few who still favor the use of the ferment-

ed kind, still «* their opinion ought to have
little weight as against the express testimony of those who speak from experience.

The solemnity of the rite has no power

miraculously to counteract the effect which

Augustinian exposition, we can take refuge
in another.

If we

26, Bentham,we can

resort to Paley; and if we reject Aristotle,

we can accept Bacon. We can seek what
seems to us the noblest and surest founda-

tion. But on the theory of the authenticity
and authority of the Gospels we are not

at liberty to
sentations of
His words a
That accords

modify or correct, the repreChrist they contain, or to give
meaning. they do not contain.”
well with the passage that

Guatemala ani Salvador, President Valle
and Vice-Presitlent Gonzales abdicated,
and a provisional junta was appointedby

the intoxieating liquor, and what. such a
Speaking of the Sunday question it aptaste, has done in thousands; of casesis
written in the history of intemperance in ‘pears probable to the Christian Union that
«the only durable effect of the discussion
tears and blood.”
I

and interests of the deposed chiefs and
all others was guaranteed.
Don Antonio

Grant,

geveral

members

of the

Cabinet, Senators and Representatives, and
other distinguished men from military and
H
eivil circles.
The day was ‘cool and pleasant, and
though the crowds were not as large as

formerly, yet

alll passed

off pleasantly.

There is one noticeable feature which was
manifest yesterday, and that is that the
bitterness once exhibited towards the Confederate dead is fast dying out,
THE
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Hills region.~—In a fight between union
and non-union bricklayers
ear Indianap-

Pror¥.

constructed
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earthen
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of

heroes,

covered with paintingsof England’s

and granite sarcophagi.
zoological specimens;

France leads with a display of silks and satins.
It has furniture made of the finest marble and
carved wood

great

of

Hox.

wines,

Fine gloves,

$50,000.

to be worth

trinkets, jewelry, and groceries come next in
order of attraction. The leading display in the
German section is that of ornamental metallic
works, statues, busts: of Gods, heroes, fairies
and great men of the Teuton

race.

fancy

noted chiefly for Bohemian

Austria is

glass-ware,

musical instruments, fine linen, and furniture
Canada gives promin the palaces of Yoyalty.
inence to an educational display, mineralogical
specimens, petrolium, hides and furs. Sweden
exhibits Bessemer iron, bars and plates of
which are artistically arranged in the form of
pyramids, round towers, etc. Japan shows

fine specimens of pottery, decorated with delicate raised-work of the most grotesque descrip-

tion,

carpets

rich

has

Belgum

laces.

and

Spain displays gold, silver and bronze articles
used in the Catholic church, paintings of the

Apostle, fancy glass and earthenware of Moorish patterns.

Italy displays marble

and bronze

statuary, and elegant cabinet-ware. Norway is
400 years old.
unigue in its carved furniture
stones

Brazil has precious

and

metals.

valuable

in the rough state,

Switzerland

of

tive and Judicial appropriation bills are at
‘a dead lock between the two Houses, and

gs there are many important amendments
‘which are. proposed by. the -Senate--Committee, it is impossible to tell what the
compromise will be. © One thing, however,

Free

The Diplomatic

is clear, and that

not agree

to the

and

Legislative, Execu-

is, that

the

sweeping

Senate

reductions

will

in

Portugal gives a full display of the
country, and its wines.. Denmark
for its terra-cotta ware; Peru for
silverware and artificial flowers;
"State

for

rough

its

- In’ Machinery

flora of that
is noticeable
its. filagreen
and Orange

diamonds; ostrich

:

feathers, and mohair

Hall the first thing that the

visitoris attracted to is thie great Corliss engine,

by which most of the other machinery is operated, | Then ‘come

the

printing

presses,

the

be delayed beyond the end of the present
fiscal year, on account of the time that
must be consumed; by the Senate in’ the

Baldwin locomotives, Fairbank’s scales, and an
innumerable number of minor machines used

impeachment case, Should Congress undertake to adjourn without passing
the needed appropriations for the next
year, the President will immediately recall

building. © Great Britain exhibits an engine for

killed an unknown man. Luke : gave eed be till March 4, 1877. It is admitted
himself up,++-Miss Annie Louise ‘Cary on all sides that some’ reductions may be
reached New York, Monday morning in mnde inthe forée without detriment to the
the steamer England.~Two hotels, six public interests, but it is so apparent that
or eight stores and about twenty dwelling the present House has undertaken this

in various ‘manufactures. Foreign countries
make, comparatively, a poor, display in this

crushing sugar cane, sets of jute machinery, a
cotton loom, and sewing machines,
plays miniature guns and cannon,

Brazil

England,

‘who

it

sent

for

check

a

in Manan ex-

as

ature.

One

value,

received

pression of the regards of his deceased
father for the Professor,
Tar death is announced of the: celebrated philologist, Professor Lassen of the
University of Bonn, one of thie founders of
the study of Sanskrit. and’ Sanskrit. liter-

ary dinner plates—cost $30 each; beautiful
gold-embossed copper urns, hearths and small
pavilions,

HUXLEY

$5,000 recently, from a gentleman

Mexico incourse takes ‘the lead in clocks.
cludes among many things a®mass of silver
weighing 4,000 pounds. Egypt presents plaster
casts of her monuments, busts, and statues.

of, tree hundred; persons Belknap.
|:

have already been killed; in the Black

ornamental goods for civil and military societies, and gas and steam fittings are among the
‘Great Britain and Ireland
most prominent.
aré noticeable for rich and gorgeous carpets,
costly sets of silverware, pyramids of china
plates, the paintings on some of which—ordin-

ores

BILLS.

Esquivel had been installed President of force and salaries that the House proposes.
Costa Rica. Rumors of invasion. contin- ., The danger now. isithat tMese bills will

ue in Nicaragua.

goods, statuary of granite, clothing of all kinds,

plece,—a hearth of variegated marble,—is said

DAY.

pronounces a Woe upon the person that olis on Monday, Samuel Luke, shot, and them, and they will ‘be kept in session if

would otherwise followa single taste of addsto or detracts afromth the Book,

]

President’

‘an elegantly bound Bible in recognit
of the poem * Jesus ‘of Nazareth passetly
by,” of which she was ‘the author.

chemicals, iron and tin-ware, cotton and woolen

elegantly

Tuesday all the Departments here were
closed by order of the President, and the

between

cluded that *¢if Calvin's theory of original Rafael Zaldevar, provisional President,
prestige for the ‘suppression of governdoes-not satisfy us, weave at liberty to.| who selected a-eabinet-and called apres
ment fraudsas he, His whole servi¢e in sin
construct another. If we shrink from the idential election. The safety of person

Jhe U. 8, Treasury Department has been
a declaration ‘to the people that frauds

MEMORIAL

Some-

people to the decorating the graves of
some 10,000 loyal dead at Arlington. There
were also ceremonies at the Old Soldier's
Home, at Annapolis “and other places.
‘Hon. Stewart L. Woodford, of New York,
delivered the oration at Arlington, which
On the platform were
was well received.

Been finished.

LE

phatic in asserting his innocence.
thing must be cleared up, however.

The London Daily’ News ‘Alexandria
(Egypt) special says ‘the fate of ‘the

arrived at Suez. These, with othéts now
‘on the way there and awaiting embatk+ Their All Wise and All'Gracious Author ment at Massawoh (in all about 15,000),
A

Kerr's friends. are em-

‘day was devoted by many thousands of our

« Pastors” is what the Congreégationalist
insists we ought to have for our churches:

.’.. gave to his church pastors, not
«stated supplies ' after his own heart.”

Mr.

THE ABYBSINIAN WAR.

much comment.

is

country

naturally induce a suspension of hostilities, and an armistice was in no’ way: inconsistent with the dignity of the govern-

dis-

The Art Building (Memorial ‘Hall) reminds
oné that ‘a thing of béatity is’ 'a joy for ever,”

Lifor the remetiibrance of strolling in its corti

dors and galleries will be a pleasure to ‘the
visitor all his life. Of this céuntry, most of the

Repub-

MM. Currom, the

Smgty

lican candidate for Governor of Hlinois; is

a member of the First Presbyterian: Church’
of Springfield, and-is not only a consistent
‘genial,

a

but

Christian

gentle-

liberal

man.
preside at the openBuilding on the Cen-

Mark Twain will
ing of the California
tennial

grounds,

. Exhibition

.

. will

which

1

.
|
take place June 15.
Hox. James F. Joy, who has been Pres-ident of the Michigan Central 'Railrosd/
for many

years

positively

election at the forthcoming
ing of stockholders,

declines

annual

a

re-

meet-

Mr. HENRY W. RAYMOND, son of the:
late Henry J. Raymond, has formed a"
business: connection with a book-selling
firm in Chicago, and will remove to that.
city on the 1st of May.

Lo

Senate

illustrated by Mr. Sankey. It leads the
Sunday School Times to say that ** singing

MR.
GLADSTONE continues his alternat-ing labors with the pen ‘and the axe. A’
fortnight ago he completed a paper om
« Modern Religious Thought,” which will !
appear
in the Contemporary Review for

June; after

{Spon

While a member of the

of song, especially as

late, to the service

standing up for the

EE

There he was always with

whichhe set to work and eut
Ea

of Kentucky.

the loyal minority,
government.

down a beech tree, the trunk of" which
measured thirteen feét in circumference.
This task he accomplished in less than six
hours, and, according to the opiniomof
professional wood-cutters, in.a thoroughly workman-like manner.
The trunk con-

tained over

200

cubic feet

and weighed

=

nearly nine tons.

DO
positer
in Lombard

e

hr a youthful coms ~

printing
offices of Mr. B
Street, when he of ME. Blog:

authorship by drogiihg a criticism on“ Der Freischutz, for ..Arliss's Mdgozine, into Mr
Biggs letsak Rox; and an anxious night
e is said to have

sed,

‘morrow it was lon A
him his own

an

ht

dite Banged

composition: to,~ technically

Speaking, compose,

okingg for riTR

together

with! an

contribytions. Me

er contributions,

isters(are said to ‘remember’ he “boister-

ous; delight with which he would oéoasion-ayy afterwards bound into the (house with
a ‘little publication in his hand, shout ing, “It's in! it’s in!”

THE . MORNING™ ST.
hot “is
pr

potes

QUESTIONS
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AONE.
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Papers.)

and

* They that have used
deacon well, purchase

to themselves a good degree, and

great

1 Tim, 8:18,

Notes and Hints.

the

was

Hebrews,

Jews,

-ehos

$

| Stephen,

because

their

that came op from their homes

a class of
natives of

towus along
Red Sea.

regarding this appointmentas instituting
the order of deacons. It is supposed,how
ever, that out of this appointment, by a
gradual process, the office of deacon orig-

* Bat where, or how, are these slaves ob‘tained P
Large numbers of persons,

of God.

(8) There is liftle ground for

To the

to Jern-

IOI. ZEAL OF STEPHEN

AND HIS ARREST.

salem and temporarily tarried there madé

8-15. “ And Stephen, full of faith
and power, did great wonders and mira:
the poor. The church, true to the benevcles among the people.” (1) He com- olence of her nature, early begins a great, menced
both to serve tables and to serve
work of charity, but found, as disciples

important the adoption of means to help

‘the word of truth. He wus an enthusiasmultiplied,that the abuse of charity needtic disciple borne .on by his. ardor for
‘.edto be guarded against.
From this Christ,
the growth

- «of the church exposes it to evils not
: conatered before.

Dissensions,

en-

neglects,

. discriminations among diseiples are, then,

-

+ amore to be feared. The duty of charity,and
- -of wisdom in charity is,also,by this verse,
* ¢aught the church.
The
early church
cared for itsdependent widows, nor less
for other needy members. It did so by

- charch the spirit of Jesus introduces.

and the spirit with which he spake,”

tory. Paul often commends the same
style of address. Jesus sets his seal on
no othér. ‘When mefi can Hot resist the

truth they can sometimes stofie those who

++-% Then the twelve called the multitude
_of the disciples unto them, and said, il is
mot reason that we should leave the word

(1) The apos-

les do not proceed in any proud ecclesiastical spirit, as if they were the authority

of the church, The congregation of be~ dievers they consult and advise,
(2) All
the church could hardly be massed in any
one place. . Perhaps, as De Welte says,

many of the converts had returned from
. the feasts to their homes. . The language
implies nomore than a general assembly

- -of believers.
Such a meeting might be
held in the open air. (3) The apostles,
at the first doubtless, attended . personally
to the distribution of the poor-fund.
Aft- erwards they formally appointed assistants, to whom gradually this ‘whole

work was assigned.

The complaint im-

_ plied a"“wish,” or openly asked for the

No-

tice the two elements of powerin his ora-

In

- his sight,in his gilts, all his disciples are
- brethren. . Those who do the: will of his
Father are his beloved, his brother, sister,
- or mother, In his church, among these
«segnals, equity must reign.

©f God and serve tables.”

(3)

* They were not sable to resist the wisdom

od of benevolent works.
(¥) The princir ple of equity in the ‘miuistrations of the

otter it. (4) These hostile
orned "—hired secretly men
fore the people and before
against Stephen. They said

Jews *¢ snbto testify bethe ‘council
of him, as it

was said of Jesus, « He is a blasphemer.”
For blasphemy Jews were put to death.

Hence when they wished to put a popular
teacherto death, they (had but to prove
t
i
aT
ephen

with speaking ““sagainst Moses ‘and
against God ; ” that is, against the institations of Moses, the servant of God. No
doubt Stephen had spoken of changes at
hand, of the passing away of the shadows
and types before the sun of righteousness

now itself ascending the meridian.

(5)

For

¢ this Jesus

of Naza-

ry,”

explained as a judgment of God for the

‘‘ To

serve

tables"

means to provide forthe wantsof tables
-as stewards. The gospel of Jesus is ‘the
- “word
of God.” - That men needed miore
-‘thav food: = The apostles were sent, as

Arabs, natives of India, and others, are
engaged in slave hunting.
They go i n

paxdies juto the interior, taking with them
trinkets, cloths, and
brass wire, wit h
which to buy slaves, and also fire-arms,
powder, chains, &e¢., to secure others,and
retain thém. - They buy of those who are
willing to sell, giving a yard of ‘cloth for

a child, and two yards for-an adult. They

also kidilap single persowhons,
come with-

in their reach, and also ‘attack villages in
the night, setting fice t6 houses, and in
the panic caused thereby carry off,as

slaves, as many as dhey can, while those
- who resist:arekilleft, Of the slaves Ibu g|
obtained it is supposed that-at least one third die on their way to the sea, so that
the number who reach the coast are few
in comparison with the whole number sacrificed in the capture or on the route. A t
Quitoa slaves have been worth five’ do)lars each, that is, three for the slave hunt-

bik

S., and which he calls,

OU] ralstaed Wan) 7

ng of tables ap into a Christian exercise.
‘with the church would greatly help spread
piety among the converts. (c) ‘ And

wisdom.” How wise this additional qualJification.
Unwise men may be full of
- + #heHoly Ghost, but it is unwise to appoint

» them10 a work that requires

both

the

+ wisdom that is of God, and the

prudence

«that manages well the things of this life.
Ad)“ Whom we may appoint over this

. business”

The men were to be “ looked

« omit,”or selected by the church, but- were

crime against Jesus.

er awhile large num‘bers of them find employment on board
other places, and

steam-chips, as firemen,

stokers, and coal

trimmers, some of the steamers which en-

(6)

**

‘continually’
WTS

Ui |

But

:

others, must first learn to

. Passion is blind, Cool,
MBPand at the same time energetic

th

action, makes itself felt in every depart.
ment of life.
;
:
Be patient toward
youy brethyen,
. me

x: 8
fl

And therefore you need not be told,
For all the world know,
‘Where the sable skin grows,
:

rain mast fall that

dant

And my uttermost worth

harvest

T'm u slave, Pm a slave, for the whip

with its blasting breath.

Has left its broad marks on my flesh,
“You can count if you will,
For I carry them still,

We have gleaned
reports of Mr.

these facts from

Salte, the

missionary

the
to

the Asiatics and other foreigners in Loudon, as we find them in the

Mission Magazine, now

London

before us.

City

Mr.

Salter says that during the year 1874, he
visiled about 1370 of these men, all of
whom had either passed through the slave
market at Zanzibar, or were the offspring
of those who had so passed. A few of
these men had come under Christian influence before he met with them, but most

(6) ‘‘ And all that

of

them

professed to be Mahommedans,

perstitions in which

they were

In visiting these ‘men, the

brought

mission-

ary has the opportunity of bringing Chris-

tian truth before them, and he finds them
to be attentive listeners.
Here are few of the

..

if

4

ju

[Lith

row.

“Grows the thick curly hair of my clan,

The badge of a slave,
From a child to the grave.
I'm a slave, Pa a slave—not a men.
A man hath his kindred and friends,
His body and life are his own,

But the life of a slave
Is his master’s, who gave
Full value for sinew and boue.

I'm a slave, I’m a slave—not a man,

Our bright days seem all the dearer

for being surrounded by darkness; we can
better appreciate thems. When enveloped
in gloom, we look back to the past and see
its joyousness, wondering. if it could
really bave been us who basked in such
sunlight. . Then we look forward and
bope, saying: “Oh! for but one moment
like that! How we could appreciate it
now!
'
Perhaps when our sun approaches near-

Having listened to this song till it closed, the missionary told of freedom. Not
4
‘merely freedom from physical bondage,
‘but redemption, through the blood of
Christ, from the power of Satan and of

“This may be only & morning's sea-breeze,

greater deliverance which wus open before

s ge like a
tronbled sea, whose life's light ‘shines but

exits zenith, the clouds will fly far away.

Abe ushering

in

of a

perfect

that it may prove to be so!

day.

them.” They showed much intefest, oceagani

hee?"

dimly and in fitfal gleams.

statements

Mr.

Salter received from these men as to their

capture and enslavement.

salin the council, looking steadfastly on
him, saw his face as it had been the face
of an angel.” They were gazing upon
him to see what the effect of this test}mo-

that he used to work’

used

to call

One said that
him

with

Zamba, and

his father

in

his field, cultivating ‘mangoes, cassada.

sin-stricken souls, the

gracious words of Jesus, * Come unto me,

all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and
I will give you rest.”

STNLESS PERFECTION,

ence shone out.in

the serepity, the rapt-

ure, the sablime boldness of his

nance.

counte-

most of them strangers. Another said he
was only a little boy when he was taken

membered his father, , His ‘* home was in

In ‘the Star of April 12th, ander the
initials * R. W.” there appearedan arti-

was put on board a Portuguese ship, |
ple to the world ia regard to Sunday which . was bound for America. There
school siaging. Tt is nowhere, I think, were about four hundred of them, manso well conducted asin our own country, ‘acled and packed below, with little room
to breathe, One day, one of these prisonBut there are a fey places that don’t have
ers,
who was standing near one of the
singing. To
those I would say:
t an instrument, for’ the children love small breathing holes.in the side of
music. Get a lady or a gentleman to ship, produced considerable excitement
lay ; and gather a few singers around in by the announcement that a British ship

wn

Paul says, *“ when that which

The stream can not flow if the fountain is
dry. The frait will not grow without the
tree. Resolutions alone, against patience,

will not answer.

‘You must pray as well

as resolve. Ask God not
to help
you in your outward eonduct, but to give
you the inward grace. Unless you get
that, you will fail as you have failed before.

Be determined'on victory in this respect.

No matter bow much money a man may
make by day, be will never grow rich if

he is robbed of all at night.

Impatience

your

‘grace, and

Without meditation the Word preached

may increase notion, but not affection.

There is as much

difference between the

knowledge of a truth and the meditation
of a truth, as there is between the fight of

work.”

lamp of prayer will soon go out, unless
meditation cherish and support it. When

the soul is on the mount

of meditation,

then is the heart in tune for prayer,

The

efitation of heaven is a pillar of support

under
al our sufferings; heaven will
make amends for all. One hour in heaven

will make us forget all our sorrows.

As

the sun dries up the water, 50 one beam

of God's glorious-face will dey up all our
tears,

Selected.

*

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH DAY.

that the poor

1.

"The mbre we bave of Christ's presence

the more serenely peaceful we become.

An

Alter counting them up, fhe sad beart

‘ Then,” replied the

Bot the Christian

a

treasures, and exclaims:
generous
| Christ is mine! I am. an heir fo (he in-

New tides of joy tumultuous roll ;.

beritance that never fadeth away! Joy is
simply love looking at its treasures. A
Cbristian’s joy is in clasping Christ and
looking forward to the hour when he shall
be like him and see him as be is,—7. S.
Cuyler.
Ir.
It was not a little curious

that

almost

the only printed page found in the far-off
Polar seas when the relics of the Sir John
Fraoklin expedition were discovered was
a leaf from Todd's * Srudent’s Manual,”
with this dialogue on it: ** Are you afraid
todie?” “No.” “No? Why does the
uncertainty of another state give you no
concern?” .‘““Becanse God has said,
“Fear not; when

His vo ice proclaims my pardon found,

thou

passeth

through

the waters I will be with thee,’ ” The
poor victim perhaps treasured {he page,
read and re-read il, and gazed at it until
the mists of death crept by. He was not
found, but the page told those who were

Seraphic transport wings the sound,

is perfect

The ‘aged

lianged himself,”

If our aged brother will
man whe has * loved the

“ Earth 'has a joy unknown to heaven—

"The new-born pesce of sins forgiven;
Tears of such pure and deep delight,
Ye angels, never dimmed your sight.”

searching how one man at least had died.

It is not only the uew convert to whom

—~Christian Mirror.

speech?

Because

which you and I surrender the key only
lo the dearest friend, It is the heart’s

termit the keeping of it for one year,
what a bight of profaneness would ensue

meddleth

Leighton,

sanctum, with which, the stranger inter- in those that fear not God,~dArchbishop
not.

Sometimes

that

inner

he. believednot
: ‘the

angel. ‘Was Job a sinless man who cursed the day of his birth? Was Asa’a sinless ‘man? Read 2d’ Chron. 16:9,10.
“For ‘the eyes of the Lord run’
to and

ie lg

shout of joy.
:
he was in‘a rage With him beésuse of (his
In
order
that
he
may
be
useful
to
these
‘thing, ‘And’ Asa ‘opprissed some of the
W
SH
a—.]
y visit Loadon, Mr. | people the sume tiie.” Was Abram per
om3 man
Salter, ofhaswh
fearned
their language. 1t is fect: and sinless when he received AbimeThe Infinite has sowed his name in the | mgm
in burning stars, but on the called the Sushel, and is spoken. in from lech’? But having weathered the stormsof
a8, sowed his name in. tender len to twelve degrees.of latitude: along fourscote© ‘winters, the few ' remuining
ros and oF (hp teuchers in one direc- |

the coast of East Alriea, and also far into | days that may be atiotted16 'me
on earth,

Communion is the fountain of conform-

ity. Live with Christ, and you will soon
grow like Christ,
~
Vv.
The Sabbath, as a political . institution,
is of inestimable value, independently of’
its claim to divine authority.— Adam

to us the casket of his preciohs prom-

Ises.

At such

Iv,

Br

room becomes dark aud dreary and lonesome. The lights burn low and the air
show me the is heavy. One enters through the closed
Lord his God ‘doors. How sweetly sounds his voice of
had one sin- Jove: * teace be-unto you!" He shows us
neighbor as the scars of his sacrifice for us. He opens

Elizabeth have been mentioned as to the
point, ‘Why was he ‘deprived’ of! his

|

a torch and the light of the sun. . Meditation fits fot prayer, and makes the palse
of the soul-beat strongly after God, The

While that debt remains, you need not |
tht
expect him to produce any more good 4asks: 3
nventories his

,

is come, tien that which is in part shall
be done away. + For now we see through
a glass darkly; but then face to face:
now I kmow in part; but then shall I
know eyen as 1 am known.”

Theadser

To be patient you must_have patience.

empty heart is always wrelched.
often that he can not see what he is
Riches, fawe, worldly success never fill
about. A heavy debtis pressing, him, so the inner
chamber of an immortal being.

13:10—12, ** R. W." is inclined to think

fro throughout the whole eairth, vo show
Bont of the instrume nt, and have ‘them ‘was pursuidly them ; and after a period of himself strong: in, the « behalf of (hem
whose heart is perfect: toward ‘him.
sing frequently. I would talk tothe chil- mingled hope and
doubt, the boards which
dren frequen
iently
about the bymns, though
Herein thou hast done foolishly: therebarricaded
their
prison
smushed in fore from
| ot too. long.
would
uot let the singing ‘with an axe; wielded by were
henceforth thou shalt have
a British sailor, wars.
diverge in to a singing-school.
And’ Asa was ‘wroth' ‘with the
| and the poor slaves received their deliverseer, and ‘put Him ‘fn a prison House,
e
:
for
ers with a wild

ie

wonder

,7«nd
on t
8d of May there appeared a reply to that is paid.” From that hour the artisan was
article. As vothing definite was express- a changed man. His tears were dried
ed in that of April 12th, it isthought a and he plied his tools with a happy heart ;
reply was uncalled for. But an “aged his work was done betier than ever bebrother” appears to have take umbrage ‘fore,
A guilty sou'can never work for God or
at a quotation coutained therein, though
enjoy
any lighisomeness until its terrible
marked as such.
When that is the case,
the author and not the borrower is se- debt to the divine justice is paid aud the
countable. | That quotation was from an condemnation of sin is lifted off. The
eminent author, in support of which, he atoning blood of Jesus pays the debt of
refersto Heb. 12:28. “ R. W.” fecls every penitent sinner that trusts in him,
obliged to an “aged brother” for his When Christ comes into the beart, light
forbéarance and compagsion in sparing and joy enter like the rays of the morn;
‘him, ‘as'he is not alone in this unseriptusl ing.
“The Saviour smiles. Upon my soul
doctrine, - But
after reading 1st Cor.

the great plain near the river, a long way, With all his heart, &c., never
ful ‘thought and loves his
tions as to singing in the Sunday school. off.” ‘And he added, mournfully, * [ shall himself?
he will then show me a peragain.”
it
see
never
From such a source they are worthy of
fect man; and a sinless man. The word
One
who
had been captured when'a boy,
careful consideration :
perfect as used in’ the Scriptures gener. ““ Now in vegard tothe Sunday school spent ten years as a slave in East Africa. ally means sincere, upright, and not
#inservice I need not say much. I may say But when his Portuguese master died, he less as ‘some suppose. Zachariah and

Pg

‘It is no

that he even drinks to drown bis sorrow.

BY
R. W,

Mr. Sankey gives the following sugges-

lagi

replied:

fellow ‘can not turn out good work. = His
hands tremble so that he can not mapage
his tools; bis eyes are so full of tears

the

CE
brother ” quoted 1st John. Jesus is a joy-bringer.’ He ix the ‘best
The very life of religion doth much deto go a short distance to 3:2, That has nothing to do with the sub- of comforters 10 every Believer in his
That alludes to the second coming | troubles. Ah! my brother, there is an pend upon the solemn
temporary assistance, but Ject.
observance of the
of Christ, But the aged brother says, we “upper room,” an inner chamber, of Sabbath;
consider, if we should but iu. gone a little way, another will take the
1st chapter, 9th

&c. When he was about fifteen years
old, a stranger accosted him in the fleld,

from his mother, and that he searcely re-

that io this conntry we have set'an exam-

like sin. No wretchedness is so wretched
as that of a soul convicted by God's Spirit. There isa story of a rich Eastern
master whose most skillful artisan began
to fall off in his work, The master spoke
to his steward about it. The steward

with

leaves you weak and faint. Remember
that peace, and
gentleness, and ‘long-suffering, are as ay Iruils of the Spirit as
love and joy.—Parnest Christian,

Oh,

:

RAS

get. out.

is the bief that tteals

:

sin. This was a new theme to them. | Many, who present to us a placid, smil| They had been delivered from physical ing exterior, as if everything had proved
satisfactory to them, may be the. very ones
bondage, but they knew not of this whose
life currents boil and

is not

df we

never hidden from ns, we might not fally
realize the contrast between joy and sor-

I'm a slave, I'm a slave, on my brow

doctrine

men while God.

over-ruling Providence, If the sun of we of
happiness was never obscured, its face hdr ded

Or I’m bartered away,
In the broad light of day,
Pm a slave, and my life is my wage.
I'm a slave, I'm a slave~~not a man.

. Think how

bore with you. aon
wicked

doubtless are, when so ordered by an

I toil with the rise of the sun,

In childhood, in manhood, in age,

said

Be patient toward sinners.

da AN

It seem

py;

us bear. with each
i,
th

(other.

hard to live through such weary days,
they may be all for our good.
he!

The scars of the terrible lash.

the

body of Christ is not an eye. "To get out

ita
Eto willhedo Suelf duty.
Ie den | | bl
and they
pe
Ve all have
| our infirmities. Let

clouds,
cuts
\
It matters not how b
sun” shines forth, all seem
stormy to the heart that sorrow

Is. my value in barter or gold.
+ I'm aslave, I’m a slave—not a man.

while jo, determine What is re.
of them, "Every member of the

gi but how | of patience with these. dull ones will

wich more glow
soul whose sky is

Not a being that sits on his hearth,
Though it be but a kraal on the wold,
But a slave from my birth,

deliver to these

a good,
quired

¥ PWS may ger-

There are tiuscle and bone to be sold.

| sionally exclaiming, ‘“ Wita

good men are slow 10 see"
"diy
They want to do right, but it takes them

L]

Tm a slave, Pm a slave, you can see,

ter the port of Loaden having as many as
thirty or forty cf these men,as part of the
engineer's crew.

his father

the | ton,
13

rest

1 VL

for
when the boy was gagged the key to the above. That verse,
key
will
veause they were to be trustees of ‘others’ cence and holy fervor, suffused with the and tied, and carried away to a slave
money; beeause by ' ** honest report” light of the Holy Spirit within,is more prison, where were a number of others, hardly avswer his purpose unless we
forsake as well as confess our sins. Ju«harity would readily be entrusted to them | probable. The effect of his inner experi- some of them being acquaintances; bat
das confessed his sin, *‘ went eut end

Holy men thus coming into daily society

of

RAINY DAYS.

Wa

“the gospel to every creature.” They do
not go **icto all the world”; but as men
war thatare watching’fo
of
various parts of the world come to
But some of these slave
and the slaves are set al liberty at Som- | them, they seek to bring before them
bay, the Sorbet
ands, Aden, “and § “ the wondrous story of the eross,” and

ny,or what his reply to it would be. That
+ ‘wien Jesus fed the multitudes, to distrib- a supernatural radiance broke over his and asked him
~mte the-bread of life among men. (5) face, seems, in view of the immediate render some
+ Hence the apostles
urged that seven men’ stoning ‘he received, incredible; that it when they had
“be-sdlected; (a) “* of honest report,” be- mean¥ his face lit up with consclous inno- man appeared,

‘4® disburse; (b) * fall of the : Holy
«fxhost;" so that the service
of these men
should not dwindle down to ritualism,
~aworldliness, and irreligion, but should
' send forth sanctified alms to bless both
soul and body, and should lift the .gerv-

the tree

y ‘“that

[aid in fulfilling ‘the command, “ Preach

er, and out of sight
of tHe

ap.

and change the customs which Moses de-

tred,
That Stephen predicted the destruction of Jerusalem, as Peter had done,
seems probable,
but the prediction was

- -alms
of the church.

the

livered us.”

reth they bad a contempt, and a bitter ha-

to ‘minister or serve as stewards of the

Gulf, and

knowing, however, very little of Mahommedanism, but retaining the African su-

wawork. (4) “ It is not reason,” ov * fit,”
~«0r
+“ proper,” for them to do this.
“They
could not leave the « ‘‘ ministhe servingof ** the word,”

Persian

The witnesses at the bar of the court,
make this prophecy to be blasphemy:
* for we have heard him say that this Jesus of Nazareth shall destroy this place,

.-apostles
to resume the oversight of this

that is,

the

A705

to

in through the ga

WERE CP
3 FV I O SPALL
“ What things are these?” The missionJESUS THE JOY-BRINGER.
ary read to them in their own tongue the
rather than by any duty of. his ofThe following is taker from one of Dr.
fice, to tell men of Jesus. He wus a lay- ers, and two for the government. A re- - wondrous statement, *“ God so loved the
man of the church, but, not a silent Jay- cent trealy between the English goverp- world that he gave his only begotten Son, |- Cuyler's articles in the Independent:
In bow many w.ysis our Saviour a
man. He awoke opposition. (2) “ The ment and the Saltan of Zanzibar has that whosoever believeth in him should
bringer
of gladness! Every sinner as
somewhat
not
perish, but bave everlasting life.”
deranged this system ; but it is
synagogue of the Libertines,” that is, * of
soon
as
he
feels the sting of his guilt beAnd
they
caught
the Freedmen,” joined with other syna- believed that large num
the words, and repeated
of slaves are
them, “ Mungo alivyempenda ulimwen- comes miserable. That stinghe can not
gogues in debate with Stephen. : The of- still exported from
extract with his own hand, and while it
But when the
ficers of these bodies named assailed ‘the
e sold, there gu!” “God loved the world.”
remains
it rankles. Nothing cuts and kills
*Thus
the
London City Mission seeks fo
doctrine of this Christian. ' So the waves comes theterrible

violently assail the rocksof the shore.

system, which suggests also the best meth-

bar, to Madagascar, and to the: numerous

become special ministers in the sanctuary

the claims of -be Jed to renounce. their religion.

that

Zao-

out of that port, thus making the annual

the people it was a sign that the men had

ave right

fp)

We give this song, as translated-bg.

traf)10. Bubose Dealer]!
Zanguebar,

a sym

on

d" joining in the che

standing aroun

rofPide has flourished on the
east coast of Africa for many years,

bolic prayer tht God would giveto them average about 22,400. From Quitoa they
all necessary fitness for their office. To have: been taken, 10. the island of Zangi-|

their own poor to be prior to those of priests, becoming -, Christians was bat
They had
the needy from distant lands.
(4) The becoming better - Israelites,
not
yet
learned
that
the
Mosaic
dispen“¢ daily ministration” was of alms to the
poor of the church. The large numbers sation had fulfilled its mission.

=¥verse we may learn (a)

bd

zbar, Bat men, seek Lo, evade

Greece.
(2) The “ Hebrews” were the
Jews of Palestine who spoke the language of Judea, the Syro-Chaldaic.
(3)
The ** murmuring’ took on the nature of inated. The words *‘ deacon,” .** minister” and *‘ servant” ave varied Iranslations
open and restless complaint.
It was
of
only one word in the Greek Testament.
founded on a want of equity in the church,
on no mere oversight, but on intentional (4) ** And a great company ofthe priests
discrimination by the resident natives were obedient to the faith.” = The increase
of the truth reached a class very hard to
against their foreign sisters.
Probab)

consifered

a

Phillip, and Prochorus, and Nicanor,

rowed from the synagogde, was

rather than spend them floundering
pthe wuddy water of g
thett
be er
spent in such
#%va
i

EN.

Andi

dg

He fs

;

tion of these persons.
Thea ‘they laid
hands on the heads of the seven;as a sym | there aswell as elsewhere,
and it Si
re
thosand
bol of imparting the gifts and’ powers posed that as many as three
neéded for their office. This act, bor- slayes per annum have been smuggled

multiplied,

The word describes
rather thaff designates

the Hebrews

;

and besought God to ratify the nomina. there for the bepeit of the Sultan of "du Zau|

widows were neglected in the daily ministration.” (1)By the Grecians are meant
those Jews who spoke the Greek lan-

guage.

the interior.

¥

slavesof registered-there
apostles “‘ prayed” » for these brethren, for 430
each year, paid}
and
the duty
toro cllens gel
their work; for all the poor,for the church

there arose a murmuring of the Grecians
against

:

rover

aves, and, during five

The lesson embraces three subjects: I.
.A Need of the Chureh.
IL The Seven
Chosen. III. The Zeal of Stephen and
his Arrest.
I. A NEED OF THE CHURCH.
1—4. “ And in those days, wher tlie
disciples

BZ

2 rd

fore the apostles, and when they had
from two Persian words, Za
gee, a slave, and Bar, a depot; hence
prayed, they laid their hands on ‘them:
Quitoa, on
(1) The first two of these men’ are men- the name meant slave depot. Quitoa,
be n the chief port of
tioned as preaching thie word; of the rest the main land, bas
we have no record;
(2) The manner of embarkation for s
there Was an.average 10,
their conscoration was, very simple, The recent,
|"
" years igi)

boldness in the faith which ss in Christ

number of the

without

and Simon, and Pagpmenas, nd Nicolas, |
ah
proselyte of Antioch, whom they set be-

" dllcts 6:1-=15.

Jesus.”

“4

;

.

man full of faith.gnd ofthe. Holy Ghost,

CHOSEN.

F

~iGoupeN Text:
the office of @

{ESE

public

times of communion with

Jesus we do not give him *¢ the ' honey- Smith.
“v1,
comb.” “He gives it unto us, and it drops |.
The Pharisee hated Christ, not so much
sweetness on our bruised spirit. His consolations fill

perfume.

We

the

room

with their

because he claimed to be

choice

the Christ, but

because ove so unlike himself should
claim to be the long-expected Messiah.
It was the simplicity and reality of the
Saviour's piety whieh provoked and: enraged him. He saw at a glance that

lic in his armsas the be-

loved disciple did ; bis right band is un-

der ott head and his ‘left hand doth embrace us. ‘We edn, say, with happy as:

‘surance: “My beloved is mine and I
am his. Whom have I in heaven bat Jesus was totally unlike and antagonistic
thee, ahd ‘there 1s ‘none on earth whom to himself and his class; and that, if
I' desire’ ‘besides

Christianity should prevail, Phariseeism

thee.” ‘There "is mo

sweeter, stronger fellowship ‘with Jesus

must

go. down.

If the Nazarene

was

than to bring’ or troubles to him. He right, then be and his companions were
lifts them off, atid’ grants’ the garment of all wroig; and he knew that: the people
praise for the spirit’ of heaviness. Then would soon perceive iti—W., H. H. Murray.

are we glad when ‘we see our Lord.’
"The

¥

J

“Tbs o good sign'when the Lord blows

intellectual pait of man can bé in

off the blossomsof our foward hopes in

some Hegree united to (od ; but the soul | t bis life, and tops the branches of our
loses itselfin God,
the will and by love.

only by the loss of

Woildly joys to the very root, on purpose
that they should not thrive.’ Lord, spoil

fool's’ heaven in this life, that I may
Subject (0 sin 18 the rejection of Christ, mybe saved
for ever. Rutherford, =
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It is such Christian truth that makes
the pulpit migbty,and will give it a grasp

that no skepticism in all time to come can
shake off. It is the weak apologies, "the

preachers gave
er to mystical ex-

timid

balf-statements of truth that are

borne down by the tide of unbelief; and

planations or to rhetorical isplnys for ap

§

PEP

A

The following

disconrse by

ificant, a8 bas been well said, that the
two greatest statesmen of the country
have . expended. theic. supreme energies
upon the religious question. 1t fs equal-

Word of God in which ths Reformation
lay, and giving it a tongue. Luther was

oranee or science.

id

latest news from all the churches, and

It encoun-

also. to include whatever may be of curSaid

d pastor

to his

MY HEART IS NOT WILLING.

an application of doc(rives to ethics, or
to what Philip Henry styled: second table,
duties. These were the men who special-

One of the blessed signs of promise in
the dawning century is a marked disposition to stronger aud [uller Biblical preaching. In this Centennial year, a rare spec-

and

tacle is afforded us of two men, untrained

ly made God seem great in character,
law, holiness, justice

government,

grace.

in the ~chools{ snch as the Sanhedrim

‘They took the Godward side, and

Jerusalem would

justified his ways 10 men, Bat they forged their own thunderbolts.- They drew
out their systems of doctrines, from their
of the living Word;
own intense study
because
0
th
they were
were their
Bible students, and 1
Biblical truth.
of formulating
io

*» unlearned and obscure

and so rich in the study of the Word and
unfolding it with such a marvelous pow

er—though

from them to the
logical channels, and

with

ple through
a fervor

of spirit generated by wrestling with
great truths, as well as by prayer. Their

systems were their children, egotiey by
but boro

the Holy. Spirit and the, Word,

in their souls, by much holy travail.

for one adopting

But it is not so easy

POSITIVE

their ¢hildrén to be stirred to such enthu-

warrior can wield effectively King
ery
Richard's ponderous battle-axe,nor slaugh-

are

A e, BR

ter a thousand men with even the simple
weapon of Samson. The study of their
theogioal systems is very important, for
we need their acute analysis and logical

But it bas brought

a snare. It has caused many to spend
their strength upon truth at second band,
and to study the Word with a system of
doctrine in mind which colors the text.

A

be confessed. with

TRUTH

DEMANDED.

&

The preacher for the new century will
need to make more of the Positive element in Christianity... I do not say that
the day of Apologetics has entirely passed
by; they will always have a place. A
calm statement of evidences, even to
proofs of the existence of God, will a!ways be useful, Yet snch an apology as
that of the ‘* dark, fiery and rugged
Tertullian ® is sometimes more to the purpose as the offspring of a livelier faith.
With Christianity on trial for more than
1800 Jens, and having such a glorious
record, there are some things settled,
which are not to be opened, as if in doubt
to each adventurdus scoffer. We need

siasmy over them, It'is'not always practicable to wear another's armor, Not ev-

statements of trath.

jt must

some crude foterpretations—that the min| have sat at their feet to learn the seéret of thelr success, how they may the
more effectually wield the sword of the
Spirit. It is an omen eof 'measureless
. The coming preacher must be
steeped to the lips in the Word, saturated
init. There is nothing like it, To deflect ever so little’ from Gods Word for
pbilosophy’'s sake"is madness.

them, and they took a mighty
through
God's word
p upon the gentury.

owed
deep

men "— like an-

other Peter and John preaching with converting power to wondering thousands,

were effective and and strong

Hence they

at

have characterized as

Waiter carried in skins in the desert can
satisfy thirst, even if it be tainted with

more or less impurities, but it Jacks the

not shiver at every new

freshness and relish of the flowing foan-

scientific Titan

of them

reading matter for the year, let me advise you to take the Morning Star.” And
we rejoice to know that many pastors are
successfully urging the Star upon the at

n mind.

hunger

make them the foundation upon
Word, to
which preaching had been built; instead

of the soul, and to'our hand Is ‘committed
the only bread which will satisfy it. ‘Sin

—and as everything human has some
flaw’ in it, the superstructures built on
such foundations aré necessarily weuken-

with

is another

~~

TY

of aids in classifying and exploring truth

these

ed—and

systems,

as

man-made,

atonement,

return, in a very emphatic sense, to trne
‘Thus only can he
Biblical preaching.
perpetuate and extend his power over the

Human formulas of even divine

truth may fail, but the Word of the Lord
endureth forever—and one liging truth is
better than a thousand dead: formulas.
He must be intrenched in that Word—
filled with it. He must be the impersonation of the Word.
;

There was a time in our’ eountry when

in

leads one to-temporize, and to. expend
force in philosophizing which should be
given to dogmatic teaching. The truth
we
preach’is in itself positive, self-assertive, combative, aggressive. Il needs no
nursing and coddling, as if we had a helpless bantling—it takes care of itself. It

needs but to be presented fairly, honest-

ly, without apology, boldly, and it works
and wins its own way. For it has in it

(the Jack of which is fatal to all other
faiths) a personal Christ as the great positive force.

. Hence it is no_mere theory ;

it-has a central, living heart, sending

public worship upon the Sabbath

caused: vital truth with resistless: power.

uneasiness,

a

and

was

considered

long

step io the direction of liturgy —and
yet, with a ‘strange inconsistency, ex-

. pository preachi I
great

pawer.

may run
pository
outflow,
‘channel,

Wag

blical-

ren! t en

preaching

un

‘may

either in a theological ov oh 8X
channel, but it must be the direot
and that through no winding
of the Word. "
God's Book must

sit supreme,
mot only in mame but in’ reality, and whatever may emascalate or
' mar it—npay, whatever may turn aside ai. |

“tention from it; whatever will not meek-

ly yield it perfect allegiarice, tie’ it learn_ingy thétoriey | ihilosepbyy or ‘whatnot it
must

Ask

A for

ho

Kings

Bowenita

ure or elequence or attainment or,

ia Worthy of concideration igi

Death

talent,

out

It is
life triumphing over the paralysis of death.
Tt is light darting its rays into. every foul
erapuy. It is heat dissblving objections,
unbelief and the frozen heart.
No nega-

ache in bounds under the ‘lack of

thal

strong

dozen; $7a hundred.
The Psalmedy

be idle a day.

Postage, 2 cents per copy.
2

ig the demominational Hymn Book, extemssively used, printed on both white and fmted
paper. Largebook, in Sheep, $1.00 ; Moroceo, $1.30; :
Morocco Gilt, 1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.00. Postage,
16 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, T~
cents,
;
The Racred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. 35
cents; postage, 4 cents.
The Choralist
is a larger book of. hymns and tunes
the Sacred Melody. , 50 cts; postage, 11 cts.

“aw

Biss

thaww ¥

The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left. All
| Postage, 20 cents.
The Tribute of Praise

isa Hymn

gilt edge;

and Tune book,

$1.08.

prepared for me

one denomination, and is well adapted to social
worship or ‘congregational singing. Price $1468
per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more"
are taken. Postage, 16 cents.

with Jesus.

wr

DIPLOMA
OF HONOR i=

VIENHE 1873; PARIS, 1667

res super
ct S
NEN, STIR
PIANG-HARP. CABINET ORGAN =

produces perfect cuves of the worst eases of

_ A BEAUTIFUL PRAYER.
A poor Irish woman asked a wealthy
lady, the owner of a beautiful flower
garden, in Detroit, for a flower or two to
put on the coffin of her dead child. The
good lady invited her to be sealed, and
very shortly brought a magnificent cross
and wreath. The afflicted one’ was overcome, and as soon as’ she was able to ex-

Catarrh and Ozena of 4nany years’ standing. This thorovgh course of medication

constitutes the only scientific, rational,
safe, and successful manner of treating
this odious disease that has ever been offered to the afflicted.
!

The Morning Star.

press; herself} she, said .most . fervently,

other things, to the Independent: '
What the age

needs

that Master is Christ.

is a master;

leaders of the

Reformation

What the

should

have

ed and borne fruitin sectarianism, formalism, ritualism, skeptioism, sentimentalisia.
Freedom does not name what we needed.
We needed freedom in obedience. That
is to say, we needed to obey, and we

should Le free. ‘We thought we should be

free if’ we only

dom, real

protested.

Nay, but free-

freedom, comes by obeying.

And freedom is riot the thing to be sought.
Obedience rather ; and then freedom comes

without

the

should have

seeking.

preached

The

Reformers

a crusade

new and true—obedience.

of the

It should have

of the kingdom. That is, as I translate,
the * good news that God would reign,”
which means, on our part, that we should

‘ Mother,” sald a dying child who loved

never. Won't that comfort you, mother?
You never need worry about me.”

|.
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as heretofore, but
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paper.

The paper will have more unity,

but every locality, East, West and South,
will be fully represented.
‘Editorial assistance is now engaged,
ample and competent.
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The Biographies of
DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel”
Jackson are extemsively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
$1.00,
post, 16 cents.
Burr,
hie
He
75
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Jackson, « 30
Imig
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ON THE TRUTH OF THE. BIBLE; an excel lent book for all who would *‘ search the Serip-fures.” Twenty-two lectures on tha most important points of Bible study $1.00; postage, we
2
ots.
Guide to the Saviour,
is a little book intended to assist mquiress: in the way of salvatlon. 25cts; postage, b ots,
Tracts
‘
were not stereotyped till within the last few
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a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol
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sirable church covenant,
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-cellent spirit, and finds a ready response
in all our hearts. ‘He and his companions
have taken a noble stand, and are ,doing
a great, work. Let us help; them, jn all

really helpful ways.
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Every plant which God has not planted
must be rooted up, and every restriction

A.XM, Huling, Western, Editor.
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QURRENT TOPIOS,
<——PRESBYTERIAN UNION. « There = was

Suffrage : Convention

great rejoicing in the Presbyterian Gen:

elected a strong body of officers, whose

eral Assembly in ‘New York last ‘week

names stamp 4 character on’ the ‘enter
prise that dught to lift jt above the light

, and there i 10 such de.
assuran

sult is that a person can go almost anywhere for almost nothing. It isn’t likely
that these rates are stationary, and the
socner they are improved the better.
They will at least cause a great exchange
of visits between the east and west.

hive Gertita1} Doon" hakdsuily
interesting and successful.

anniversaries,

the N. E:. Woman's Suffrage Association,
and the Catholic Total Abstinence Society being the most conspicuous, ,

The

on his people, and bar of division, Which

for publica,

fon should be addressed tothe, Editor, and al
‘letters on business, remittances of money, &o.,

TSR orongit 2 Rl prbhcamad df nodes!
meetings,

when it was announced that its, overture
fo the. Southern churches, for a union, of
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THE STAR FOR
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“Ti SALONICA AFFAIR.

‘The aspect Star" from July |, the rémainder of

of affairs in Turkey is none the less seri- the year, for One Dollar and in,
and may he speed the day.
treatment,
that it often receives outside of work and fellowship such as: existed ‘beous.
The Porte has declared, that’ the
: should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,N.H.
chapters
the
of
Boston.
slips
printed
clude
'
This
Society
has
fore
the
war,
had
been’
accepted.
"Praise
no’
‘connettio
n
-o& >
proposed infervention of the great powwith the N.' Y. societies that represent and rejoicing freely mingled. "The ddys ersin Turkish
of the Serial Story that have apaffaixs is' thoroughly inadOUR POSITION.
:
THE BOSTON ANNIVERSARIES.
new religious and social schemes, of of estrangement were over. Christian
Whatever faults, real or supposed, may
The anniversaries are among the pleas- which some of the fruits are already men and women were again united, It missible, and thathe will on'no acéonnt peared up to that time. . Now is
;
sr
donsent to a two months’ armistice, there. your time.
have been committed by the F. Baptists, ant things that lie at the threshold of a painfully bitter. Whatever
may be said is a/fitting.centenuial ‘expression of the
by
giving
the
insurgents
time
to
recuper. there ate two 'which can not justly be Boston summer.
The Common grows
of woman suffrage as a matter of
Christian spirit, and one that could be
charged upon them. 1.Non-committalism. green ; the fountains begin to flash and policy or reform, the N. E. Associatright, emulated in all our rel#tions in’ life; es- ate.’ Meanwhile it is rdported that a
ion
is
large number of Christians have been
= 2./8ectarianism. In the first place they play ; the Public Garden suddenly bursts mainly composed
of ladies whose high pecially when it is considered that the slain, and
that the most serious results
» haye mot been neutral on great questions into bloom ; the ‘anniversaries come ‘and culture and character
Sorthein Assembly stands by its record are imminent,
deserve
The affair is a very com:
of doctrine and duty, . The fathers of the go, and then summer settles down on consideration and respeet. ' A the largest ondemuing
the palpably wrong deliver-
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be removed ;

Denominational Hebos,

« denomination gave pet.the gospel trumpet
an .. uncertain sound. They were. not

the city, only to be

their example, so that our

position

as

a

of the day, in religion and morals, has
.been well understood.
At the same time this people have not
tolerant,

adopting the maxim to live and let live.
We have had our convictions, and endeavored

to conform

to them, recogniz-

ing in others the same right [and privilege. While we have labored to defend
and propagate our faith, we have not
been proselytefs. This fact is too ‘manifest
to need proof. If there has been a fault
among us in this respect, it is on the
other side, of not doing as much as we

elected officers. are as follows

ow

anniversaries,

to Boston like ‘the: tribes to Jerusalem,
to recount the peculiar blessings -of the
year. Harvard College commencement
isa long gone holiday; the people no

May ad fhe Hon.

country

towns,

and

eat

utchineon and
andIo the

‘Hon.
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Island; Mrs. Eliza Chsse

their

ship, prevail,
beat as one.

.

Winard, . For

and Colonel

‘Richards ;
tary, Henry B. Blackwell;
Samuel E.
i EBxecuti
Stone, Thomas J. ‘Lothrop,
Mrs. Mercy B. Jackson, Mrs.
Abby W. May, Mrs. Isaac

gingerbread under the delicious shadows
of the grand old trees. The fashion has
changed.
The anniversaries too have
changed, though they have not yet become a by-gone glory ; their number has
multiplied ; it takes a close column in the

until

all’ Christian

hearts

It provides thai whenever it shall be requested by a majority of white and colorod mentbers of any conference, that such
should be divided into two or more con-

T.

ferences, such division

should:

be

made,

Mrs. | od to carry such request into effect.

The

|! provision applies to all conferences, with-

:

©.

June 1.

~—Quttk TRANSIT. One of the achieve:
ments of railroad travel promises to be
more has at length taken definite action « accomplishéd by a trans-continental exon the question of color in its churches. press train, that left New York Thursday,

. | and the bishop of the district is authoriz-

Miss Sina C. Garlin,
3
aS.
ite and Julia E. Smith.

decldres himself wholly incapable

to comprehend,

proposing to reach San Francisco the following Sunday noon,—across the continent in three days!
The train was at

Cheyenne Friday ovening four hours ahead
of time, and was likely to accomplish its
object.

a

ALP - SPD
The Ednoation Society, | ©

~——THE METHODISTS AND COLOR. The
Methodist Conference in session in Balti-

n. For
1° White and

Hk

FRIENDS OF THE FOREIGN MISSION, we
need $2,500 in two months from this date.
Please remember this and do according.
ly.
N. Brooks, Treasurer.

plicated one, and features ate presented
“ances of the Southern churches in view of that even the
Turkish minister at Washthe rebellion. Let the spirit of fellow- ington

[Saacediuse.

on. James
Mra
New Hampshire, the ed

longer flock into Cambridgeon class day,
from the

partof the

ent, Mrs. Julid hoi Howe;
for Massach
il
Lk
on Sarah shaw sei e 0 Mov ames
man Clark:
Child,
RichardP.
Eliza Stuar’

like the old time

Jewish festivals, were once the churches’
jubilees, and each denomination came up

«people, on the great and vital questions

been sectarian, but liberal,-and

The

rest

by the cool

September air.

/ trimmers: nor time servers, but aimed to
declare the whole counsel of God. Their
successors in the ministry and membership have in-a ‘good measure followed

broken

THE IMMEDIATE NEED,
The next disbursement by the Education

Society to its young men preparing for the
ministry will be due about the 20th inst.
The receipts of the current quarter of the
year are not nearly sufficient to meet the
demand. Our students are depending
upon the*usual appropriation for the means

——MR. Moopy IN CHicAGO.

After an

of meeting their obligations at the close
of the present: term. Can we afford to
disappoint them ? A little effort by a large

absence of about three years Mr. Moody,
‘Wednestlay is the principal day of the ‘out regard to geographical position. A accompanied by his wife and
are no longer confined to evangelical
Mr. Sankey, number. of: churches will prevent it.
resolution was at once adopted providing
anniversaries, one of the most noticeable
churches and enterprises, nor is ‘the atfor the division of the Georgia and Ala- returned at the clese of the State S. S. Brethren in the ministry; will you present
of which was the Teniperance Union.
tendance on the meetings. of the old-time
bama ‘conferences into two conferen- convention to the scenes of his initiatory this cause to your churches and ‘ask them
Robert Laird Collier seems to have been
In its ald? The thyrches
societies what it was in by-gone days.
ces, each in accordance
‘with the labors. Very quietly these men camé, to do something
the leading spirit of the Unitarian anmiunanimous request from these con- and very quiet for a few days have they will respond to the call if it is enforced
wight and should to build up our polity. Not that those societies .are less sustained
versaries, and ‘Wendell Phillips of the ferences, Thus the question is set- remained. It will be easily understood from the pulpits. Wherever the pastor
We have been more concerned about the or less efficient, but the ‘old-tigee -eustom
new
temperance movement. Phillips is. tling itself. A union of white and colored that after such continued and exhaustive presents it the people respond to it. Every
advancement of truth, and the silvation of making them great popular gatheraman not half appreciated in Boston, membership would often be as distasteful labors as the evangelists have performed congregation has in it generous souls
of sinners, than for the increase of our ings has changed.
They have taken a
own numbers or popularity. It is a re- solid business character, and ghe people We heard him on Wednesday evening to the blacks as to the whites, so that the a little rest may prove tobe one of the best that control some of the Lord's money,
speaking to a scattered audience in Tre- very best way would seem to be to let possible ways of serving the Lord. Dur- and love to honor the demands of his
mark often made by outside observers, read rather than hear.
mont
Temple, witli & fite and elegance each church or conference settle the mat- ing the past week, however, they have treasury. These young men for whom
+ that our number and strength might have
The anniversary week opened on Sunand
matchless
polish that should have ter for itself, as is provided for by the found themselves once miére in the har- aid is asked are devoting themselves to the
been much larger, had we been, not more day by a semi-centennial sermon in Shawfilled
the
ness, and the present indications are that work of preparation for the Lord's minishouse.
,No Boston orator ap- above action,
sectarian, but more denominational. That mut church, by Rev. Leonard Bacon,
proaches Phillips in ‘wealth of thought
they will yield to the wishes of the Chris- try. They are our brethren—connected
«is doubtless true.
D.D., before the Home Missionary SoOn the question tian public and either now or soon, at with us by Christian and denominational
We may have erred in these respects. ciety, and by the twenty-fifth anniver- and grace of delivery. On the subject of ——LAY DELEGATION,

EEN

. Not, however, we fthink, with regard

daily papers to enumerate them ; but they

temperance the cimeter of his rhetoric
flashes keen as in other days, and age
and experience have made his manner of
speaking faultless. His recent temper
ance addresses, apart from the high

sary of the B.Y. M. C. Association, in
Music Hall. Both of these occasions
drew immense audiences. Dr. Bacon's

to

* the first point. Though some apparent
- advantage might have been gained by

t being less pronounced and earnest in our

resume of a half century's work of the

+

the other, or both?

Could we

not

istered the sumi of $7,621,071.16,

make

ing offense, and thereby strengthen our
. influence? The reply is," that God is the
author of gospel doctrine and ordinances,
whish as disciples of Christ we are bound

sionis now 979, and the fieldsof labor
2525 ; the |
has’ been ‘proclaimed

through its labors at uncounted “stations

- in forty theeé States and Territories, in

N

4s hol] and ‘maintain, regardless’ of consequences and results. If we are wrong

which 265,297 souls have

the churches

~2n any point, the error should Be
abandoned, but truth and principle be
~

been

receiving

added to

its aid;

8739

churches have been organized by its missionaries, of which 1889 have come to

sacrificed never.

self-support.

Thisis.one case, and others might be

cited in illustration.

The

numberof laborers bearing its eommis-

some compromise, that would avoid giv-

2 =

The Y. M. CO. Association &iiilveFsaty

was a characteristic Boston ‘oceasiofi ; iti

Questions with ref-

erence to*freeflom and necessity, respon-

the Music

old measures. .and new

lifting their leaves and blossoms along
the platform, and delicious music from
the great organ ; with an inflow of fine

sibility and-providence, trinity and
unity,
ability and -depenlience, faith and
works,

measures,

and

Hall;

with

growing

plants

many others have ‘been ‘often discnssed young fates, and
nobly developed men—
;
we shave mot ‘avoided or evaded them, all making one almost /say as
though the
“Fiough seeming expediency might often language had never been before uttered
;
have dictated a compromise. ‘In looking ‘ Behold how good and how pleasant
it
back on our record in this respect we is for brethren to dwell together in
«confess we have nothing to regret. It was unity.” The speakers were Gov. Rice,
said of an honest politician, he had rather Rev. George H. Hepworth and Rev.
be right than be president. So in morals Joseph Cook. The Y. M. C. A. is 4

- amd religion, it is’ better to stand in otir fountain of good to Boston ; it is admirably condueted, and every young

i integrity with a minority, than to £0 with

«+ 8: mouititude to do evil.

man

virtues we,must copy their example.
We

advocate

precedents, - but

key-note rightly.

no rigid adherence

.would

honor

truth

=

,

atiotial Societies, ending in & Sil

- The Secretary's statistiés of the Cong.
of
in

their preparations for the mirtistry. The
Secretary's statistics of the Cong. Am’:

Missionary Association show that durfig |

the year 976 missionaries have preached
in 33 different states and territories.
Sunday

ed 85,000 pupils.

The annual meeting of the N. E. branch
of the. American Tract Society; was held
and .a true liberalism, | on the
® true conservatism
ine same evening. The Secretary's

have

number-

‘There have been 6,297

conversions. ~ Receipts

Al

balan
bul
penditutes, fi

68... The

each church, each bedy of ‘churches

~

has its respective

main thing is to do

responsibility.
our

|

sueeess or defeat, and for alls righteous

ol, Li,

Hy

fer

200108 Ste

of the Massachusetts Bible, Society, ‘the
‘annual

be indifferent

meéting

before Christmas.

UNioN.

self or
partisan success, to set white
nst black ‘or black against white?
is no friend of the Union. The man
who

domers He's
I
BC

What affects one affects

may the better suit the convenience of the

different pastors and churches, shall we

not have a united offering for this cause

to the Lord whose gospel these young
men are preparing to preach bP: Private
contributions
will also be thankfully re-

ceived and faithfully appropriated. Send |
all collections and donations to me at

down, tind shaken together, and running

ly by hostile Indi
and an
it is feared
s,that | ye eos JN. By ind
| there
wibell
greater loss of life before
S)
dwid
United States troops can’ be made effec | =
TRACia
Ln

»

4

. FERN

a

‘Cor.

Sec,

tive against the Indians, * Addto this the | Seuther Illinois Yearly MootinRA
g.
scarcityof provision and the very high
prices that must be paid for it, the small
amount of gold to be found and the hardships incident to the “country, and it
Wotlld appear that only the

tune €owld bring the would

best of for-

be miners

11-15.

DPD

The programme

# varied

The Whitestown'

and

Flex, now

There has been some mone
and & y
great
deal of labor bestowed upon this field.
A few weeks of work and observation here

has satisfied me that the expenditure has

not been in vain.

Thousands have been

benefited, many fitted for better work in

life; and already many are enjoying the
final reward secured through grace by

those who were led to the fountain of life
by these agencies.
The work and permanency

would prob-

In glancing over ifs eol-

ably have been greater still if the educational work so vigorously and successfully
prosecuted at first had been continued and

be taken by its stu-

i ties assumed the secular department, thus

dents in the various colleges.

of the

soldier's graves in Arlington cemetery.

The

umns we are surprised and gratified at made more religious
when the civil authorthe stand reported to

of the special observances of Memorial
Day in Washington,—or, rather, near
Washington,—was the decoration

in March.

of three Hundfed
persons have
,
already been ‘killed, main:

the institution.

One

taken

thon

in its fifth volume, is highly creditable to

THE

were

nexi will be due the second Sabbath in
June. On that Lord's day or the third, as

—GoLD AND Draty. The gold-seek: students this term. * Give,
and it shall
ers in the Black Hills dre tieeting the
be
given
unto
you,
good
mensute,
pressed
hardest fate. Upwards

attractive.

+=/THE FRIENDS OF

collection

Lewiston, Maine, before the 23d ipst., 80
3 that the money may be available to the

WHITESTOWN SEMfSARY. The thirtyfifth anniversary is to b¢ celebrated June

fittiag laborers for successful work in the

PAP
SP
ror

CENTENNIAL CHRisTIAN HoMES. The
great number of visitors in Philadelphia

during the Centennial Exhibition, neces-

pulpit, Sabbath schools, and
ious enterprises.
were a few years

Most of the members
since in slavery, and

sitates the opening of private homes for unuble to read, even’ the Bible. It was a
great step froni the’ plination to the
board and lodging. Many Christian
fam-

pulpit, from dependence and ighorance te

the manage
of religioits
men
organizat
tions
and labors, in view of whieli the ost able

ranged a plan by which they give admis- Lexclaim,
“Who
to

Christians

and

their

| Lhi8 will be equally pleasant to Christian
people abroad who may not wish to be
associat
with theed
great variety” of char| deters brought together in hotels and

is suffibiert ‘for these

?" The degree of sucoéss is greate

friends.

| fuiagat
jn proporti
Theonto the means:
yocini
and: qualifica-2
| tions employed than in any other ‘potion
| of our work. . And vet for sdocessful
:
praying and singing, for Sabbath schools
and public worship, for sermons and past-

public boarding houses.
In orde
to have
r
this selegt class the | oral work, for church building and ecelepric
of board
e is 'genefally much lower | siastieal organizations, a great deal of as-

Rederal Due in other | than prevails by other arrangements, va- sistance, learning,
and practice are needed.
A
te [Lion Iying from $5 to $14 a week, and from | The teachers did a noble
work, and the
the law and keepers of the Doi be- | #1 to $2.50 per day. Each family
fixes | fow missionar

cause such wore the
gray in
tle? "He is no fiend of the

days of
bly

bat-

ies

its own priee, and receives its pay direct

and

have done a work almost

from its guest. Those wishing to secure
The'land is one and should be at rest.
places under this arrangement will please
We owe too much and earn

earnest ministers

marvelous; and

Bro. Manning especially, so highly esteemed in all thi§ region, may look with

and save

mans’s
Pilgrims” and * The breaking for us to dwell tog ther "in
* ‘full
waves dashed high.” - The
On many fields the ashes of
speeches accord,
our
comm
on
dead
are mingled. On man
were of unusually good flavor, especially
that of Rev. Dr. Alden, a descendant of fields the living proved and learned to
respec
each tthe manhod

of ‘the Massachusetts John Alden of the Mayflower,

of the

other.
The club, All that should be asked, all that need
be
yielded by ary, each and all should be
swift to offer—simple obedience to the

- adopted the following resolution :
| Resolved, That the descendants and rep:
;
tarian annual Tneelin
meetings.pf . Onene ofot the
assembled n
i most3 resentatives of the Pilgrims’
J

=

;

ties, and they are specially needy, Let us
help them on their way to the pulpits that
are waiting for them. The last quarterly

too
,to waste
strife hours that write as long beforehand as possible to Joyful gratitude over the success of his
by the Temple Quartette, and Mrs. | little
are needed forin party
present
labor and [the ‘ Office for Centennial Christian |labo,s: a
Julia Houston West, who sang Mrs. Heyet very much more is impresent duty.
It should not be hard | Homes, Care of Rev. Edwin
M. Lon

ngs of the New England Wor

The people‘of ‘God |'an Suf fage

readers informed.

sequences in the same way. It is I'kely
that the trial will proceed at once. There
is need enough of it if the Senate expects
to'do much other business and adjourn

The work of: the Congregational Church— Society, the in- after listening to some brilliant speeches,
)
r

are ‘one, though differing in i 1

spects.

Hall presented a spectacle that would’!
have surprised the preachers of the old
anniversary days. Eight hundred perTobey presiding. The music was furnish-

Monday brought the meeting of the I.

gospel is one, though employing diverse | itial

instrumentalities.

ed du

mous preacher and singer. Of their future
movements, which, at this writing, are
not quite determined, we shall keep our

sion

books, $87,406.07:

{/#0ons sat down to the banquet, Hon. E. S,

10.0 2 fa fon

E. Reform Léague, the annual meeting

:

Of course we are not to

chs

fi

elee- |

-persity, in praise or censure; in seeming

;
| “othe
good of others.

p;

:

latter place 2500, it may easily be supposed that hundreds went away on both occasions unable to even look on the fa-

copyrights, $3,302.78 ; for rent, $4,528.

nas | ©
alow
boks
sept the Sash,
Hieble and
anit.
pi otesCe
eh 4
5008.47 in.

The

work faithfully

and well, whetherin prosperity or in ad-

causes.

in 31 o

by Moody and Sankey,andon Friday and

ilies, who ‘are unwilling fo open their
doors to a promiscuous’ public, have ar-

they are means, not ends. Names, creeds. | praia
1903 easi& ng
Satares tte
it
| to an end.
age
and confessions
‘are useful, but only so 1 $21 3, Dui
ear
porieurs, fu
The Congregational Festival in Faneuil
far
as they are ‘significant and

truthful, | lees,he
ored
We have our owa wor
tok.
do, for the.
da
faithful performancwhich
e-ofwe are re- sponsible - to God and humanity. Bach
evangelical
evangelion
“man,

On

peachable offenses, could avoid the con-

oratory and a banquet,
and
a most propitious evening, the Sot Fal citirenchip. ip
ete’ a ie
Unitarian part of the anniversaries came | tion and He
welcome because such

to whichNag
add 8380.5,
ia;

services.

back alive.

The Unitarian Festival brought to Bos- |
this day draws the color line in polix Bot Wok
i ht other, but in har- | Statistics
are as follows: |
ton the cler
andgy
laity of .the so-called | itis, is bier traitor, knave or si xd
wr mony.e3t
I have the§ right, let me main- | Amount ' of grantsof publications Abou
for the
liberal fait on all parts of the lamd: | ton.
His place is among the shadows
“ean,
though ‘ all men
forsake me. If | 000 pas 1 or ove Tick ioo pages. A out We;ea, | Music
Hall bloomed with choice flowers, and bau ofthe Rast sod not in the k to
another has the right,let me bid him God
,
; receipts
3
duve and, with music,
ght of the
present. Does any seek to
i Jaciuding
$101,718.31
in prt year
speed therein, wherever he may be. - Or- | cies
le
io, ,252.80;
‘ganizations are useful and necessary
; but | ‘es for Goons

continuous

for the An address was delivered
by Hon.
year, $310,027.
| Stewart L. Woodford, of New York, from
The Treasurer of the Cong. Pub. Soc.
which we make the following extract ;
reported that the whole amount of busi‘Does any seek this day for any cause, ‘|
ness done by the Society was $137,180.90.
to
revive the old prej
8 and
of
It has’ paid for printing books, $22,998. caste and race?
friend of
He. is. no
79; for binding hooks, $7,845.29: for | the Union. - Does any seek this day, for

miscellaneous

+ Wherever anid-wienever found. Thereis
a

schools

aa

signing his office, then the President or
any other official, having committed im-

fhe

Educational Society report af income
865,971, and 418 candidates’ assisted

hopeful

:

five ministers and five laymen to consider
the matterof lay representation in the
annual conference, and to report a plan

people is to organize. He tells them to the next general convention if the
they lack influence because they ‘do not commission shall deem the same advisrepresent organized political power.
able.
:
The anniversary of the Young Men's |
Christian Union is always enterprising, ~——SENATE JURISDICTION.
After so many
always presents choiee speakers, and is weeks of debate,—our
memory ' fails ‘us
always held with a most attractive exhi- to tell how many,
—the
8. Senate has
bition of flowers and music in Boston at last decided that the U.
trial for the imMusic Hall, The principal speakers this peachment of Mr. Belknap
on the charges
year were Rev. Phillips Brooks, Presi- preferred against him comes within its
dent Capen of Tufts College, Rev. Reuen
jurisdiction. It is presumable that the
Thomas, and Robert Laird Collier.
Authority of aw und order has led to this
Thursday was a cool June day, one of result, and that flie pretedent may be
the loveliest of the season, andwitnessed
considered
as established. It is impora sucdession of very: brilliant anniversi- tant that it should be
established; for if
ries; of witich the great Unitarian FesfiMr. Belknap could escape the conséqudii:
val fi Music Hall and the meetings of the ces of his official bad deeds simply by reCongreg

perb banquet iti Faneuil Hall, were
most conspicuoils,

hold

Thursday evening the spacious church
building known as ‘‘ Moody's Tabernacle”
on Chisago Avenue was formally opened

Saturday they led the noon-day meeting
in
Farwell Hall. As the utmost capacity
provides that the board of bishops be
authorized to appoint a commission of of the Tabernacle is 3000 and that of the

“Uncle Wendell ” whenever they wish,

their

In a place like ‘this

tof. character takes towe.

Finally a report was adopted which, after
stating the importance of the subject,

so he seldom has a crowded audience,
His present ad
to the temperance

They have organized 92 Cong. churches’;

Our pioneer from the country should visit its rooms
-ministyy encountered much opposition pon coming to the city. The young Chris= and odinm, and our press passed through ‘tian stranger, or the stranger if he be not
+ a fiery ofdeal. . We glorify not men, but a Christian, needs just such influences as
od, whose -servants they were. By the he will find here, to set his character in
cross ‘many of them ‘already wear the the right direction. A great deal in the
crown, and if we would emulate their tune of life depends upon striking the

of the denomination the action was less
definite than that on the question of color.

range of their moral ideas, are rare studies of oratorical and literary art. But
Boston people feel that they can hear

>

sentiments, it would have been a poor Home Missionary Society showed solid
advantage to gain at the sacrifice of prin. and permanent results, such as should
ciple. We have been often accused of be the key-note of inspiration for the balf
i imcenmsistency,—for holding that the im- century to come. His figures wipe as
' mersion of believers is essential to gospel eloquent as his words, and our readers
baptism, yet uniting in the communion will do well to study them, The half
with the children of God of every name. century now completed, he said, shows
« Could we not yield our views one way or that the society has gathered and admin-

at least,

of lay delegation which has lately been
more or less prominent in the discussions

Association,
and several Uni:

interesting fuoetinga df ‘the day was the’ Baneul

Hall

i

«one member suffers, all the members {annual meeting of the Mads. Society for and
thelr BT
suffer
with it, and if one member is aiding Discharged Convic
ts,
Which
‘Was. | that the stand by
red, all the menibers rejoice with | addressed by Rev. Revon Thomas;
Rehett | the Lord's day.whioh

Tote, in splitas eve
i Teor, with the honest
8
Dor.

ry citizen of his per
sonal duty to the State.

‘the’ Centennial | .

ny

—

“501i,

3S. E. ‘cor. 12th and Berks Sts., Phil., Pa.”
£1

;

ny

nh

>

porative
soquired
1:.is churche
mot, enough
with
anyly people
to .,organize
s and
Quarterly Meetings, leaving them to run
alone. ' ‘Churches, like clocks, need re' BRIEF NOTES.
Read and respondto the appeal of the Eduea- peated action for the renewal and regulation Society’s Agent, in another eolumn,
tion of force. .Most of the churches
| The Methodists: still hold that, their confer- | Ministers seem to be firm in doctrine and
and
ences should not
candidates: for the min- | purpose, still laboring
wi such
wg
t
8
,
for
the
main.
|
purpose
ring
with
strength
istry. who use to
.
and hope as they have ; bit more is needed.
Rev. Brooke Herfordt satd at the ‘Unitarian

| Association anniversary, last week, that, * Unj-

lon,

:

aciaes, dinisighing vo

re Er etin 's | PASSENGER: RATES, |
Competition; | tari#ns
make the best of ChristiansIf | o1,ite difficultto furnish laces oh . ship
if it « is the lifeof timde,” may. prove the | YOU couldWould
only get them converted.” Which and sustain
the means iy
ob. hid ige
our. fathers loved, | death of the’ railroad companies. Bat | ould
be true of Almost anybody,
Moat of the members a i ot dehtitute

‘the ‘Christian ig

|" bia, OF "body |'Laird Collier, Hon.’ Joseph Story and | and which we 10¥eR
o'siiiome +: §

fom,

| then, the traveling public enjoys it, The 8 Jhe " it comes # Opuuiug the Jachivition.
on of permanent homes, and ios
from
“Th
Religious Adsoétations had | rivalry betiveen the Vermont Central and | gripes,
gripes, the
quacks. and
end. the
the sneaks
maori One:
the quacks
been helped dur- | their
80
at. the place to place, as calls: for labor, invitation
meetings
fe, know not’ the Grand Trunk. has) reduced passage. /hottom of society
Friday.
W.
who
the | ing the year, and put on.the way to earn whether or not progress was reported
favor it.” . |
of friends, or. other circumstances are conby rates to $12 from

prevailing+'| | discharg
others. It was shown that nearly
ed convicts
had
1

y

pty

The Advance térsely says : “It comes rather sidered,
land’
| an honest living, - Other cities.
would do | these
of a spurious faith, nor | to. $10 from’ Boston:to Detroit. Thay iTate; bat we are extremely
gadt
be informed,
o
| soon red mes
) well to make a note of this. meeting and Lwotld' disciples
ur emp hig
any notes of these gatherings must have got at * the Bottom facts * in | bY.%0 good
AENOFIY as the Chicago Standard, do. the same, and surrounding relations
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seen | 8nd the results, already secured and promised, | harmony.
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s to be

he {he mounting, i Yaueh 3 all the anti- | ore greatly encouraging.

ing was doe ly Loti

joney

time was

ing ‘and talking of F\ Baptists. for “forty | ed upon the pastorate of the Ashford and Day’

big]

in the great field. 1f Africans have souls,
and if their souls are as valuable as those

the Master.

‘
very small
patches assumed by our people | gp

hsNihon0 been
ot bi Edo
ap,

who gave his heart to God

Owing toa Jaisunderstanding, for which we
«do not consider anybody in particular responsible, a ‘report of the late Freewill Baptist
‘Convention

in Lewiston, Me.; aside from

Our

Jae very soon, if Joustule before the approach-
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left us the first of May and responded to a call

denomina-

|.from
a church in ‘Vermont. The evening be.
forehe left, the people’ of Fowler presented
stifatioh in8 thelt pray
;
him with an easy chair costing
about $20. We
8. That the
t financial necessities of have secured
the services of Bro. Loomis, of
Bates College
make ‘especially
im
ve the Redfield,
N. Y,, for the coming year, and we
payment of all iy rh
w
ve heretofore been assumed
in aid of its feel that we have chosen the right man. The
work, and that we request
est the Executive Com- people of FowlerAig
h
made some Wrap 1
mittee of the college
empto y some immedi- p ments with Bro.
Hoisington, of Maine,to
ate and effective measures to put these resolu
Iabor with them.
:
J. V. BAKER.
tion into effect,to employan
agent or agents to
New E:
pri and New York’

churches, by
now requi
$100,000.

The Ontario Work.

Rev. George Donnocker, who has spent
about fourteen years in the Ontario Y. M.,
writes that the churches are located in a fertile
section of the country, and that many of them
are well able to give a good support to mipisterial laborers. They would welcome Freewill
Baptist workers. Our doctrines, he thinks,
have not been as freely presented there as they

100 states or oiherwios the sum
. Bates’s second

A series of eight resolutions on Home Missionary werk, expressing gratitude to God for
past favors, urging the denomination to stand
firmly and consistently by its past record, and
10 rally to the raising of the centennial hundred

and some

should have beén, and consequently they are

excellent words spoken in behalf of the cause.
Resolutions on Foreign Missionary work,
calling for systematic effort, retrenchment in
all advisable ways, care in selection of mis-

not in all cases familiar to the people. But
the people are Free Baptists at heart, and
would gladly familiarize themselves with our
system of faith. We trust that laborers may
be found for the field. Bro. D. expresses
strong hopes that both licensed and ordained
preachers may find their .way to the Ontario
Y. M. He suggests that inquirers address
Hiram Harrington, Woodstock; G. Bacon,
Bloomsburg; Homer Ranney, Salford; or Dr.
Harvey, Waterford, all of Ontario.

thousand dellar fund, were passed

sionaries, commending the work of women,
and of the Central Association, and urging all
our ministers to interest themselves in promot-

ing the Foreign Missionary work, were passed
after earnest discussion, the main stress being
laid upon the necessity of retrenchmeént and
economy.
This subject of systematic giving, both in the
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RUTLAND, O. The revival interest still continues with the First Freewill Baptist church
here. . To-day, May 27, two more persons—
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Under the labors of Rev. A, A. Myers, the
Osseo church is still prosperous. Seven have
recently gone forward in baptism and others
are expected to follow soon, The church never
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fatrly be tohisitered 48 sniotig the most impor-
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‘oreign hog 04
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tor, and God has prospered them,

The following resolutions, if they lead to the
tant action of the Comveation:
Resolved, 1. That the

8. H.B.'

day to the Manchester church. After morning
service Bro. Palmer, their pastor, led three
happy converts as they followed their Saviour
in baptism. During the past year the hearts of
this people have been drawn close to their pas-

ny the larger Baptist

a to the
the Tord’s supper,
supp of Tae will

:
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2. That by the surrénder of the prohibitory

Juls among our

The Sabbath-school is also ina

prosperous condition.
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stematic efforts in pris fumiies, § id, our. large company gathered st the watets cde tg
witness the pleasant scene of seventeen of théir
urches, and that we recommend
“of weekly pledges or the adoption of st
friends going forward in baptism as it was adother plan in every co
regular subseriptions in

on for secu

benevolent enterprises, together with

ministered by their pdstor, Rev. D.
Mitehéll:
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We are glad to learn of the encouragement
that Bro. G. A.

new field of labor.

Quarterly Meeting, also that we recommend the
insertion of said systemof questions in the Pas-

for our benevolent work.
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Hi.
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Tuttle, A. P,
et
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Hill,

E. W. Ricker, Joel Baker, A. Deering, and

* supply any church Sesiving his services,

i True, Laymen.—Geo. H - Flanders, Geo. V.
Card, Ben’j R. Peavey, Jr., D. Place, Horatio
G. Chamberlin, Ezekiel Ricker, James Rgaliy
Geo. P. Dearborn, DL. Babb, Bennett E

Rev. F. L, WiLry, lately of Concord, has

* accepted a call to the Whitefield church, which
Bro. Pinkham has just. left after a pastorate of

Swain.
Next session with the West Lebanon

upderstand that Bro. church.
the ‘Whitefield Pas.

Union

BE. W. RICKER, Clerk.

Mounp CITY % M.—Held its May term
with the Valley
Ridge church, May 12-14.

* torate.

Most of the chiinches were represented by

REV, J MARINER narrowly eseape
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d
"death at the Auburn; Me.y depot; last weok. He
. Was thrown beneath. a train of moving cars,
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ter and delegates. The meetings were spirited.
The home mission work received considerable
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churches forthe mission. A
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apart some finite creature to atone for sin?”
®1| she asked again...
.
** But, my dear sister, no finite being
could have endaped the extreme penalty
"| attached to a rly of spiritual law.” .
“Exactly, and
then a sin, requiring an

them with the far and they are content

you

in

in

actively employed,

1876 is the latter part of
86th, and
far astray as to doubt Christ's divinity.”
the beginning of the B5E37th since the
“Do you believe that he suffered and ‘creation of the “world, according to the
Jews, It answers to thé 658th
of the
died to save sinners?”
from the foun“Yes, 1 do.She’s putting me Julian Period, the 2629th
dation of Rome, the
2d year of the
through the catechism, Bessie.”
| Olympiads, and the year 7384-85 of the

finite

tory during the period immediately succeeding
the Revolution;
the
revival of 1800,

entrance of spiritual

dinary weight of

« You believe, then,” continued his sisrom. ter, * that Christ's death was to make
| atonement fur the sin of the world P”
“Yes.”
‘ What need was there of au infinite

TAR

They

pounds, and at |

bE

Ap an ER
API
TINE

could do.

ed SEO

is

de

only

of the nation’s almost unknown religious his-

that a young. squash, whose sides and
bottom were imprisoned in iron bands,
and across the top of which a lever,” wj

«+ Most assuredly! I have not gone so

Saviour, if the sin was

Men's Christian Associations, with briefer
notices of ‘Home Missionary Work, Prison
Reform, Temperance Work, ete,
Part 111 is particularly fall io its account

[

This fading out of belief in actual

weights attached, was placed for purpoés

in the

:

after death

habitants, presenting them

, Tue wonderful expansive force of growing vegetable tissueis shown by the fact

- Why shou!d not the punishment

manifest

accounts of the American Bible Boglety, Sup. ©

day school Union, Tract Soclety, and Young

and they do se to confirm their belief and
persuade themselves that they do believe,
But this belief is at best a hope, more or less
confident, but perfectly undefined, and nota
subject
of distinct conception.
To such, any
description whatever éfthat world and its in-

added, he never forgets. -These trained
elephants will seilin India from 500 to
8,000 rapees each, depending upon the
sagacity of the animal.

is

“Do you believe, Harry, that Christ

=

0

warn

thinking

y will push a

elephant the lumber

not to be held infinitely responsible.”

_—

Aa

sin

full of interest and encouragement. It includes

not to break themiwpear their beads. One with, and so are the subjects of thought and
man, who had a large lumber and timber instinct. In conclision’ the author states that
yard, said it took over a year to teach his’ P¢ the New Church strikes a deadly blow at

nite, and the mam, a finite creature, ought

Harey Butus cod at the window; after

your-

men

being clearly and strikingly

the great Union Societies for Christian work js

“utterly renounced

Many profess this belief,

careful not to injure their tusks, especially

“But,” he replied, ‘‘the sin itself is fi-

DEdv(ngpulien)gloés;
atid pking let

greéted the lady who entered” the ‘roomy

that

ney and Baker,

suited to them, has become very feeble among

and he will toil patiently
all day, and
make piles of logs as nicely as a gang of

which

be, also?”

with a smiling, “ Good mornifg, “Miss muff from the table, she too said,
"3a 13 “ Good-byé, Jazy folks,” “and passed out
.
:
Elmore.”

nity, and
' tance.”

men dnd women

as men and women

there is any

For

may commit a sin

among scientific

accept, —at least, with the

will affect the lives and character of others

added, after a

and resuming a more graceful attivudehe pause, *‘ to-day, for instance.”

beings though, Miss Elmore!

accord and

is a

the soul's existence is infinite, without
future limit, and an act of the soul is ca-

}

tap of a heeled boot on the hall-matting, 3

man

thon

:

“I can’t. say. I tire of school, Bessie, ‘| divine, that he i$ God,
were sudden]y disturbed by the Hight" tap; though!
sweuld sometimes like1g be ex- flesh P”

wintry “morning.”
we ave having?”

com-

he has

ly used I do; boundless in: power and
might, limitless in capacity, as opposed
the to the limited power, and easily exhanst.| ed capabilities of man. But the extent of

SHARE [FF ar

pered foot resting 'upom' the opposite

selves this
feasfulibrm

The

surgeon

ing, he lay down of his own

¢ In the sense of that term ag common-

in the grateful warmth, nestled *‘Prudy” at the door. Good morning, all you lazy
¥ raid Me Soon drove briskly off’ juat
an .easy- folks,
the pet kitten, and, occupying
chair al her side,8. joung mau of some as Miss Elmore entered the room dressed
ELEN
thirty years leaned idly back with’ ‘ands for h FRIk schon) C0
TIE
Al Red Th
tire of school, Susie?”
clasped bebind his ‘head, and one slip-

- Mr. - Burns.

next day when he saw: the

respounsi-

“ You'll admit, Nell, that man

by * wrapping
_ himself
iu overshoes,
Upon the hearth-rug, sleepily: purring great-coat and furs” * There's Fleetfoot

“ Good morning,

ed on his eyes, he could see a little.

living Revivalists,”

set forth. The review presented in Part I.
of the origin, growth and practical workings of

Swedenborgis credible, admitting that there
are difficulties in the way. But the © dificulty in believing the relations of Swedenborg,
"concerning things seen and heard in the spir.
itual world, does not lie in what he says of
that world, but in the fact that be- says avything whatever, distinctly and definitely, con.
cerning it. The belief in another life, or that

perform-

stone as carefully as.a gang of men.
Iv
is interesting to see these - huge animals
move about until they get a secure place

* baskets of trailing vines, and its’ gilded tor, Fork 08

and Prudy seem to be enjoying

he had a very painful operation

eminent

Christianity for the last hundred years, the
work wrought, under God, by Nettleton, Fin-

He then shows bow far this declaration of

the different kinds of work they will do
and how well they remember things. It
is related of one that was blind that after

last

a

he

Thus we get a life-like pieture of American

We hear a good many stories in regard to he ealled himself the servant of the Lord.

one of old, ‘Lord, I believe: help.

When the ligle lady was divested of
‘strong contrast,to all the storm’ dnd het wrappings, she responded to these
bustle without, was. the cosy breakfast numerous inquiries in a quiet and orderly
room at Dr. Burns's,

.

finite creature, I suppose?”
angels, how can you accuse God of in« Certainly.”
justice P°
“And yet a finite creature, who can pe
“ You ought to study theology, sister guilty only of finite sin, must be punished
'|
Nell,” responded Harry.
. They’
for that 8in infinitely. I Can see no jus- well as sagacit
A ring at the door interrupted farther tice in that. It is contrary to’ all natural are employed fn drawing and. ting We
The
conversation, and Mary ushered in a law. In the physical world, the amount hake logs used in ship-building.
will draw large logs over very rou
tiny rosebud of a maiden, who was of suffering, vr punishment,i€ in propor- roads
from the forests. They will take
greeted with,
tion to the extent of the violation of law.” up a log weighing two fons on their tusks,
it in its place with ‘their pro«Did you snow down,
litle dar
True, but is man’s spirit finite?”
. ‘and hold
ling?™
«1 did not suppose one, so thoroaghly -boseis, and carry it'apparently with more
than fifiy coolies would. When one
“ Ar'n’t you most frozen, Gracie P”
orthodox as you, would ask such a ques- ease
of these sagacious animals has brought
« How did you come, little dimpling tion! I thought you esteemed God alone you a log from a pile, you may send
dumpling ?”
re
as infinite, Nell.”
for the next log by merely pointing at it,

with its warm-hued’

“Sketches of

the study of natural science ard all world]
occupation,
and devoted himself with all h
former ene
to spiritual science.
This he
declared to bo hls mission, and in doing
this

sagacity.

in the water all day.

that the sleepers ic happy tomes not for them, but for the. dewil ‘and his
ty,”
chari
had been entifély unconscious of ft."

keen north-easter, who drove

at Work.

the second, I thiok, if they exy outas did

come, if they prefer thilt place prepared-

Wo THE, (WON tABor
WA)
arose=a--younger son of Did

Eléphants

©,

¢ Union Societies for Christian Work” ten to
“ Revivals of the Century” and six to

dJisbe-

who

; whole subsequent life, he

E. A. 8,

The elephant is noted for. his

and” the .mine upbelief 1” their difficalties will van-

4p

position

he

this continued
until he had reached
fifty Joars.
Then a change
com eted itself in a few years.

bore the pain of a second operation without flinching. Many of us could learn a
no one to blame but himself, according to lesson from this and think of it when it
Mr. Wheeler's: tlieology.'© Now if one comes our turn at having a tooth pulled.
can’t believe the Gospel, I don’t think he
But here are a few things that elephants
ought to be punished for what is not his do as told by a correspondent of the New
Cp
A
11) RAE
— York Observer :
,
““There are {wo classes of can’i-believes,
T was surprised to” witness the intelli
Harry,” responded his sister.’ * Those gence of sowe of these useful animals.
who don’t wish to believe, and thérefore ‘Lhey are employed on the public works,
say can’t, and those who sincerely desire and their enormous strength enables them
to, but have not yet reached that point of with apparent ease to draw stones of great
maguitude, and, what is more, to place
faith. If you refer to the first class, I see them where needed. They are used in
no injustice in their condemnation; if to the construction of bridges, and will work

lage of L——, were greeted by. the unex- provision
en

he would cast all the

lost from bappiness and heaven,

ULrother,”

said Mrs. Buras. ‘* He has made pi
for the happiness of |
pected sight of six inches of newly-fall- | creature. He would have all mene

wholly

LH,

a

our
codntry; the Pentecostal scenes of 1858;
and the universal revival of 1876, The fa.
nent i station and Hine
nt. be Rd
He was educated Shotagghiy Jo all the learn- mous Fulton Street noon-day prayer meetings,
ing of his time ; was for
in New York city; the Fayne’s Hall noon
ly and busily at work a8 «/
e
holding high office. in_the
Board which: bad meetings in Philadelphia; the mammoth gathcharge of the mines of Swedsan, and during
this erings in the Tabernacle, or Canvas church;
period publishing many works about the
busi- the labors,so abundantly blessed, of Messrs,
ness he was e
in, aud other more gen- Moody and Sankey, in Brooklyn and New
eral scientific su
; and bY these works
the scenes at the great * Depot Meetwinning & high reputation,
an acknowl. York;
He was the son
of a

FACTS.
BY

bility of a lost soul upon itself. If a manis

to

186—, the inhabitants Risifilt

lin-

The job was undertaken,and when completed Mr. Norris departed on his tour, with

In what respect ?” she asked.

of his erealtires.”
he

about

was employing her dimpled hands with
some bright-hued patch-work, and Harry
was reading aloud from the last ‘ Harper.”
At the close of a paragraph, he laid his
book upon bis knee, exclaiming, “I do

for the happiness tather {hun (he ‘misery
¢ And so

wants

her

.| engaged in repairing them, while Gracie

me that a-mergiful Creator would provide

ravi

‘Mary

near Bessie with her basket of stockings,

seems

who

The author then considers the necessity of
successive revelations, showing that there
have been several, and then comes to the subject of Swedenborgianism itself, which. he
calls * the latest Revelation”:
This revelation was made th
h a man
whose life aud character were most
peculiar.

« Stop I" says the printer, *‘T have been:
printing a Hebrew Bible, of which a little
is done, but can find no printer in town to
finish it. Can you undertake the job to go
through with it?”
«1 can, sir”
.

interrupted

Nell,”

Aunt

of G aecie,

young

hilagel

parts, five chapters being deveted to ** Re.
ligious progress from 1776 to 1876”
six (o

we could not know woything about that world
or an intlnite Creator of that world au

ployment as a compositor, stating that he
knew several foreign languages, Work,

Bro. followed Mrs. Burns from the room. A
rather strong, half hour later Mrs. Burns was seated

It

Going to the

principal printing-office, he asked for em-

‘that

torment.

those

“ Propi,

ment of what this book is. It comprises four

lieve in’ the religion that he deseribes will not

looking back over her Shoulder as she

him

anyway!” retorted Harry; *‘I see no
justice in creating millions of beings to

E£3

The mountain tops refle

One morning in the

wife

mivd, so that even

the wice puddin’.
We’s goin’ lo have
more than a penny in his pockei.— Youth's
raisins iu it too, Aunt Bessie,” she added, .
Companion.

Harry

|

* | suffer unending

1t breake—it comes—the misty shadows fly,
}3 IBV
A rosy radiance gleams:
The plain is yet in shadeyb

‘biruself without a penny.

.

you to come wite out, and tell

and

«The
sermon seeni™ to me,” said
Miss Elmore, ¢ full of God's love, and
goodness, and mercy, ‘with only an una.
voidable allusion to the place reserved
for those who reject Christ,”
«1 don’t think I believe in a hell,

i

The

«« Aunt Nell,

the child-voice

ners of L—"7?
5
« JT don’t know that I am,” was the
half-reluctant - response, *‘ but, really, I
don't like to hear so much about eternal
torment.”
:

family Girde,

dim.

Ihave

prevented by this, but will give yourself

« Why don’ you say us, then?” asked

Built aléne on the prairie wide.
—8. 8. Times.

grow

wicked

our own hearts. But I trust will you not be

Bessie. ‘* Are you on a higher plane, in
a different caste than the rest dof aus, * sin-

Has touched and has glorified
THe quaint little Sunday school-room,

stars

how

** Ah, Bessie ! the most of us feel thus

*¢ Gave it to whom?” she asked.
“To the sinners of L——," he replied.

The songs thut she loved the best.

all “the
breaks.”

said

brother's

of

steak

Nell,”

last night I”

And the hallowing presence of sorrow

And

the

Wheeler gave it to them

‘While the children softly were singing

« The clonds
oll up in gold adam

Nell,

when our eyes are opened to behold the however, is slicked, and the
loveliness of Chri:t,and the wickedness of guist is aboutto look farther.

not a doctor!"

in

me,

a fragrant cup

Sweet love! from the dear old school-house
We carried her forth to rest,

[Copyright secured.]

but,

value as mioe !”

The remainder of the group gathered
about the board, and Mary, the maid-of-

speech and her sight were failing,

“ Mother

of Jans
He bad a remarkable knowl
guages, and had acquired the art of typegsetiing. He was passionately fond of
traveling, and in hie pedestrian tours on

** that

exclaimed the rippling voice,
¢ So am I, Puss,” responded that gen-| wholly to him. Iti: all you can do. It
He came not to cail the
tleman, as, entering the room, he seated is all he asks.
righteous,
but
sinners
to repentance.’ ”
himself at the waiting breakfast table.

Once, when a blue-eyed darling
Drooped with the summer flowers,
Called by a love more perfect
When

cheek,

to offer One, who has done so .much- for
me, a life of so little worth, of so littie

this?” asked Bessie.
.
*t 'Yes; he has several serious cases that
demand prompt attention.”
:

1 wish you could hear them sing!

Smile glad

«Oh,

« Good morning, Harry. Good morning, girls. The Doctor is harnessing

By the pale and quivering light

rosy

translator to the English Foreign Office.

God,”

If one has read the above transcript of the
title page he has got a pretty good state. :

The New Church, as it names itself, has its
philosophy and doctrines quite clearly set forth
in this volume. The author has brought to
his work a calm, judicial and dispassionate

tary of the Royal Asiatic Sociely, and

of

Wit Baron pay

son & Co. ' Clocinmati: BE. 2d bd & Or,
Boston
: Eben Shute. 1876. 8vo,
pp. 604,

&

accuse him of fanaticism in presenting it, “Al
been! It seems to me, when I look
back, and see how foolishly I have spent the continent of Europe, his remittances ready widely knewn by bis sctivity in another department of life, this work will revive
my life, and how often I have turned a from home sometimes failed to reach him acquaintance with him, and, on tie whole,
deaf ear to the urgent invitations of the This, however, was to him but a trivial increase respect for him.
Saviour, as. fic ug I could not be for- event. His resourees'made him indépend- [ The book begins with a. consideration of the
necessity of Revelation :
:
given; and then
I am ashamed to offer ent of the post-office, *
. . certain that without revelation,
myself to him. It seems an imposition
Ouce, on arriving at Geneva, he found or Isis
information received from the other world,

Nell! Where's the Doctor?”

As gladly they fastened the rafters

errand,

household

press a kiss upon the

Good mowing,

mistress of the fadilly.

Bat those they gave with a will!
1 think that an echo is lingering
Of thee songs that they sang at night,

the life of Mr, Edwin Norris, once

to

)

OUTLINES OF THE RELIGION AND PHILOSO~
PHY OF SWEDENBORG.
By
bilus
Parsons, Boston: Roberts Brothera,
1876,
18mo. pp. 318. ($1.25.)
:
:

in genius P—may be seen in an incident in

Mrs.

you {oo are seeking Christ!”

sie?”
n
¢* No, indeed, you lazy fellow; your
time is too largely occupied looking after
us « provoking girls.’ Ah, here comes the

They were raised in the moonlit midnight,

some

the room on

Bes-

you,

do.

said

Burne, as she paused, in passing through

this morning, Henry P”

In the glorious nights of June,
By hands that were weary but willing,
The cottonwood béams were hewn.

Bessie,”

il tirtiondl..
.

!

Men

i

how the wind blows! Where's the Doctor

Down by the leafy Arkansas,

‘When the horses and plows

« How glad I am,

Great

OF the Bible att.

al

’Tis built in the midst ¢f the prairie,
Of rude and quaint design,
The veriest box of a school-house,
But seventeen feet by nine.

An illustration of that force of character
which is genuine power—men call it
pluck, but is it not abont all that there is

copies.

|

ion

Al

THE PRAIRIE SUNDAY SOHOOL.

thor
of “

Yiterarp Bebieto,

WHAT PLUCK OAN DO.

A

|.

vin, a cousin of the brothers, was also
with a shiver.
*“I am glad Pm not a visiting them from the East, while Miss
— | school ma'am this morning, Susie, though Susie Elmore, a sister of the Doctor's
I was so foolish as to enyy you your wife, was boarding in his family, and
busy, happy life only yesterday! Ugh! teaching in the village.
“Ten't It cold, though? she exclaimed
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MICHAEL ANGELO AS A WORKMAN.
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reat on all occasions, and
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3
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ly od her that it was
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igh authority for

ming the wild Bile

Ww hsm

nee wounds often more deeply than

.

i fon

th be | terview with himy whiehhe
thus desoribes:
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| ow! wak/ then 't
the ‘surfuce; BA
wentyithiéd "Fears"
and though'l had seén

laced, he was forced
¢ould—not as he would. Ahere
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supoe that | far
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nore’
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readily ; ‘at last he
saying, as he did so,

‘study of natura

al of one of the m

SE

Cabot’s close-buttoned dmbition has broke

Star,

hh

now. oy every sideto dramatic litera
out & father fa hi
too late for her, She must dio as
‘years. Johw Ogi
translations rom Virgil and
y
such motbld manndernthe study of Latin when
g ‘Women now-a-days. . Mrs.
, and Greek in his
ges

oh dead to

it was

accio, one of the most

s of | forty*fourth,

her class among
lacks | illustrious writers
,
and all the other
; to her 1taly, without
colors), went,home
suffered improv
near ement.
)
a shop, where she
Handel was
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before) he pablish ed any of his
¥
great
y to buy pictures nor brie-a-brac.
works
.
p. n” omas; Arnold, of
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for which her soul J
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history of the womau
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was this:

osition ; in sho

man who was

the

direct from the gentle‘this’ peculiar

his grounds at Alviso he
oe | ing need of another
carts,”sentHay.
horseand
, he.
his
Iepbew, James,
reae
one 'of a neighbor,
;
agreeing to pay one
dollar a
ig Ina few days he sent to inquire
use.
price of the bh
ed at $150. Noan
Was retarned,and
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e her the belle of the county.

er some months Mr. Li ok sent for
his
neighbor to co! me over and he
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) to drink as soon |
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its true value. . §
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Qur late war was a fruitful source:of lax
potions on. th e. sanctity of official oaths.
ere were
sand officers,“from fifty to a bundred .thonon whom devolved’
of making oath to vouchers of
kindsy muster-rolis, pay-roils, cloth
ing-

vapots,

'ns

of arms,

commissary

ammunition,

and.

ser-

quartermaster’s

aud certif
1 icates innumerable.

soon wore off. Meness work, recklessness,

tal reservations,
became well-ni

For:

1875

:

The levity with which. oaths .are made
and the ‘utter lack of compunction with
which men commit perjury are at once
cause and a symptom of a wide-spreada
demoralization and dethronement of con-

propase ita
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work of ihe
co 4

r
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temporal

0 be industri

Truly , 8hé was ‘a g
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of industry.

exemplary
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EPHRAIM BROWY

of glory

w

died in Starksboro,

vil 24, of paralysis
ast Oct, .. He experienced

rel igion

in

Vt

1822, at

Starksboro village,in a series of meetings held
by the M. E. chur
; but two

after be was reclaimed under

of

the

thi

e,

banker, came to borrow

a sort

of

Y

es of life.

Rey. Charles Bowles.
He Was
him, united with the Starksboro® ¥
and remained a worth
member until called
to iy the Tealitios ) hi ternity. In
1840, he
was elect
eacon of t church and retained
the office. while he lived. e His
health was poor
for many years, 80 that he was not able to attend meeting or visit his friends but seldom.

ut remember that

El

borrower came
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1 do mot want t
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meet’ we imagine that

teen Immense
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rinse in bluing water,—very blue, and iron
while damp.
It will look equal to new.
Another way is to brush the article to be
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A writer in the N. Y. Tribune gives the
following facts in; regard to, the natural

oné-third'in twenty-four hours.
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Effectually cures Kidney Complaint.

if ever falls,as

25th of June they again. molt and a
One of the hany relics exhibited at the into the ground as before. The ‘life of the
used by Whitefield

as | Center
in the| in
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Cures Palos in the Back.

Baral ~ Bomesic.

deposit the young worm

‘The speakers will be appoint-

Relieves Faintness
at the Stomach.

quickly
or two

eventually publishedin book form for. diswork of slaughter begins, ' It is one-tenth
tribution in’ the United States and foreign of an inch long and increases in. size |
countries.
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is ‘pale green, with regular black spots.
The worms disappear about the 3d of June,
~molt and dig their way into the ground.
The Exposition closes Nov. 10.
<
About ‘the 16th of Junéa swarm of fourPleven miles in the Main Ballding
winged flies appear,—dull, stupid and
alone.
sedentary.
The males are about a quarSeventy-five acres under cover; the ter of an inch long, the females, threeet Target Exposition was that of Vienquarters of an inch, The female is of a'|
color, and about every forty
yellowish
Arran ments haye been wn e for the
seconds she deposits afi egg on the under
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Removes the cause of Dizziness.

1s effective
in its cure of Female Weakness.
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Centennial Trip.

There are now 30 regular restaurants on

-

salmon
Thirty thousand young
been placed in the Pemigewas

them

givens

VEGETINE

try Gentleman thathe has driven thous.
ands of caterpillars from apple trees

Wayne ‘and Pennsylvania Route for your

Ind., because & colored lady studen} was

to declare a:dividend of 30 percent.

A miser named

unhesitatingly

cubic

healthy candition.

Cures Pains in the Side.

VARIOUS HINTS.

In brief, nothing will be omitted that. can
from ten to AftReR PET Sent Sdvance fn werender the trip over this route agreeable
1st
Tstitute
Normal’
Stdte
Toke
The
ges. ¢
and
enjoyable, and therefore the adviee is
be
held
at
Des
Moines
during
the
last
J Bolin ubigue
the Bask of
- | ‘week in June.
Several children have been . withdrawn
pried from the Normal School at Tertre-Haute,

VEGETINE

the amount of fire that is required.”

Should their ‘journey be ex-

at Baltimore

2.5

VEGETINE

Will cure Dyspepsia.

the sudden contraction of the outer surfice causes
it to break. I saw. ene broken in this way which contained three wagon loads, A few trials will show about

which street cars and other modes of .conveyance run to every section of the Cen-

case

draw

the top and dash

‘cold water.

regular station in West Philadelphia, from

the

just 2,150.

VEGETINE

1s a valuable remedy for Headache.

gnd over it, so as to heat it hot. The explosion caused by the heat usually causes
the rock to burst in small pieces; but if it

dencyof : Lindenwood Female College at an equal consideration for ‘their convenSt. Charles, Mo., to asstme the pastorate fence and comfort, and the same will be

strike on Monday, returned to work Taes-

VEGETINE

Cures Constipation
and regulates the bowels.

Restores the entre system ton

«If the rock is buried in the ground,

in through

tended to New York, they will find

VEGETINE

Removes | implas and Humors from
the face,

dig aroundit so as to expose the greater
part
of it, then ‘build a wood fire around

cars, to their homes, or should
convenjence demand, they will be deposited at the

tennial City.

one, contains

water in winter are common means used,
but a writer ‘in the
American
Farm
Journal gives another and safer method.
He says:

enclosure containing the world’s wonders,
and from which they may, when their vis-

départ promptly,

says

ling, blasting with powder or bursting by

unnec¢essary expense; enter the

it is over,

is ac-

REMOVING
Rocks.
On
many
farms
there
are large rocks, both unsightly and
troublesome.
Where too heavy for hand-

in a comfortable carriage to any point in
Philadelphia. They will find other agents

or

table

which

inches.

the magnificence, comfort and uxury of
the best hotels in the country.
Another item of importance +0 travels
ers is found in the fact that they will have
the service of careful agentson all trains,
who will arrange for - the p
t and
cheap delivery of
at hotels,
boarding-houses or private residences, who will,
for the low price of fifty cents, sell a seat

same as white children.

g

The steel workmen in the Union’ ronag

mills at | Chicago,

either

and present to the traveling public a liiie or
Hotels on wheels, that will embrace all

tention

following

a bushel contains 2,150 2-5 cabic inches."
A box 164-5x16 inches, 8 deep, contains
one bushel.
A box 8 2-5x8 inches, 8 deep, contains a
peck.
A box 6 2-5x6 inches, 7 deep, contains a
half-peck.
According to the above table the boxes
will be perfect measures.
A bushel by

As much of the travel to the Centennial
must necessarilybe from remote points,
the Fort Wayne and Pennsylvania management have arranged to increase the
number of through express trains, and to

falls on

‘The

cording to Ray's Arithmetic,

|-

VEGETINE

Cures the most inveterate
cases of Erysipelas,

KF

nal points,

schools

Cy.

the

¢ pores ” are much larger there than any-

near

VEGETIN E
Will cradicate Salt Rheum from the system.

BS

Philadelphia, and other important

about fifty miles from the Red Cloud Agen-

by. the Indians,

as far

because

well rubbed every day.—Hall.

abolished
the colored school in that city
and adopted a resolution providing that
colored cliildren ‘be required ‘to attend

massacred

concerned,

al facilities for Centennial travel, and

were

science

is

ed within the last year to provide addition-

Hills
of Captain Stoue’s ; Black
ber
company, composed entirely of Cincinna-

were

‘health

any

where else; so large indeed that they may
be called ‘“sluices ” for carrying away the
impurities of the system.
Hence the bottom of the feet should be well washed and

Leipzig University has 3,000 students.
The Keokuk, Jowa, School Board has

adelphia Commandery.

4

political

than
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tirely out of the way of passenger travel,
and permits the express trains to run their
allotted distances without interruption.
This third track has been liberally increas-

gess has been called to the
and

more

square foot of surface of the body,

enables freight trains to keep en-

The next meeting of the Ohio State who will, if so desired, direct them to
their
acteachers will be held at Put-in Bay, June comfortable quarters, where
commniodations
will
be
good
in
quality
three
session
in
continue
will
27th, and
and reasonable in price; and; above all,
days.
James Parton will deliver the annual ad- these visitors will be landed in the beaudress before Bates College at Lewiston tiful Centennial Depot of the Pennsylva_{ nia Railroad Company, at the very doors
during commencement week.
A. P. Loring,
Harvard's
stroke,
has of the Exhibition, in immediate proximity
been directed by his doctors to quit row- to large and excellent hotels ‘and restaurants, from which they can, without de.
Professor
chair of histo
Columbia.

yet a square

588s

as

A

Mog.

and

inch of the sole of the foot demands clean-

which

much.

Commencement day at Harvard

$350,

Ciemona violin, one whose history can be
traced. He paid $3500 for it.

has been’ chosen president
board of agriculture.
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Mr. R: D. Hawley, of Hartford, Ct., has
recently become the possessor ofa genuine

C. R. Higashi

the
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jority of people pay little attention to the

iron or stone.
A large portion of this
distance is provided with a third track,

busy,” instead of the . * pool-sellers.”
But it'did not alter the ‘senseof the para

$700,000 a year.
About 175,000 tons of ice on the Kennebec river remain unsold.
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Has effected some marvellous cures in cases of

ceca

All

and abstrac-

Q

jarring.

“| Is recommended by physicians and apothecaries,

vv

of

pounds to the yard, with joints connected
between ties that gives the effect of a continuous rail, on which there can be no

are to

VEGETINE

the injury oftrees to

soll, aside from , their shade

444 miles, the entire line is double track,

laid with steel rails’ weighing

VEGETINE

Will cure the worst case of Scrofula.

Gree ee
OP

a distance

Is the great Blood Purifier.

tion from moisture, may be remedied by
supplying these mineral elements,—potash,
lime, sulphuric - and
phosphoric acid.—
Exchange.

portion re-ballasted

and" New York,

Possibly

to produce Pe

~VEGETINE

loses in this element until it becomes near-

+ The sand-blist worksat West Ratlapd, tion of ‘these cars, the compaity ‘being deN. Y., have beén engaged foF the last year | tetermined to ‘excel all former productions,

late Dr. Hall as editor of the’ Journal of
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soapousiod io fuck 3 meet

Listas

Pittsburgh

and a half in the mapufacture of headHealth.
stones for the national cemeteries.. The
The entire western portionof Texas is
names are inscribed
upon the stone ‘by the
suffering greatly through want of rain, the
sand-blast
in fifteen minutes,
«©
shawgrass
the
and
up
drying
corn
young
A compositor, setting up a report of a

‘ii

value.

stance which remains after burning can
only come through the soil, and as the
tree becomes larger, the soil gradually

with cinders and broken stones. - Between

$8,534,-

the
Dr. E. H. Gibbs, of Boston, succeeds

ety.

much

ow.

forty left for that region and others

House

The debt of Augusta, Me., is over

of

1

assertion.

Home, and the Historical Society, the
money to be paid at the death of his
run these on such schedules as will i make
522.
daughters.
e hours of departure
and of arrival
earned
prisons
State
Hampshire
New
There is a large house built of chalk most convenient for the public, These
last year, $36,399 ; the expenses were $15bricks at Trego, Kan., The chalk is sawn trains will, as far as possible, pass over
821.
into bricks smooth and regular, andthe
Athal, Mass., wil issue no_liquor licen- whole structure has a handsome appear- the most intérésting portion of the route
in daylight, thus affording passengers a
ses.
ance. There are extensive chalk hillsin view of. thie splendid scenery for which
Considerable building is going on in
the vicinity.
it is so widely and justly celebrated. The
West Waterville, Me.
The recent great reduction of fare by the hotel and refreshinent facilities provided
Dallas, Texas, has increased its populaleading railroad lines will remove one ofof | along the route wiil be equal to the largtion of 1,000 in 1871, before a railroad
serious obstdcles which those of limited | est demands, and the excellence of these
touched it, to 17,000.
The third annual convention of the Mill- means have found heretofore to their at- will, in all respects, be up to the high
er’s National Association «will, be held at tendance at the Nation’s Centennial. The standard ‘established and long maintain
the city of Milwaukee, Wis., commencing liberal and enterprising managers of the ed upon it.
Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern road
In addition ‘to these superior ‘facilities
June 21.
were
the
first,
we
believe,
to
inaugurate
for
the comfort
of the /* inner man” a new
have
merchants
Francisco
San
Several
establisheda regular trade with Siberia, the cheap-fare ‘movement; for' which they feature has just: been. added by the introduction of a full line of Pullmax Parlor and
;
importing furs and seal skins and. export- deserve well of the public.
A certain man proud ‘of his ' rich rela: Hotél Cars built expressly. for the Fort
ing general merchandise. and Pennsylvania Line, to ‘run daigi 4 and girls under ten yearsof age are tives, seeing a team of four mules belong: 1yWayne
between Chicago and New York; No
to be permitted to ‘work ‘in ing to the latter, exclaimed,“ Them’s my
not hereafter
expense has been spared in the construc~
brother-in-law’s.”
the factories of Massachusetts.
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are
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‘this

steel rails, and a large

been for several years.

ing signs
‘of dyingout.*

manures

It is prepared from barks, roots and herbs,

each of which is highly effective, and they are

3

justify

reason of great importance is found in the

of the

follow. This isthe first attempt to colThe agonize that part of New Mexico.
appointment of & shipping commissioner in
are said
resources
mineral
and
ricultaral
every port of entry which is a port of
to be excellent.
ocean navigation.
The latest report from Alaska is that
The
time of the Senate Friday
a- | vegetation is luxuriant, the Yucon river
occupied
discussing
in
the
le
navigable for 1,400 miles, the seal fisheries
tive, Judicial and executive appropriation
practically inexhaustible, and the minerals
salaries
the
bill, the amendment restoring
enormously valuable.
senators and representatives to $5000 per
The Chinese shops of San Francisco are
considThe House
annum being adopted.
daily turning out Centennial fire crackers
ered the indian and tariff bills without tak- by the thousands.
3
ing action on either.
The late Colonel Samuel Stone, of Chicago, left $10,000 each to the Foundlings’
DOMESTIC.
Home, the Academy of Sciences, the NewsNebraska predicts an excellent crop.
boys’ Home, the Home for the Friendless,
Moosehead Lake is higher than it has the Old Ladies’ Home, the Old Gentlemen's
is

merit.

| 88gEuS

complaining

passed the army bill, afid the bill for the

H.,

Laboratory
and convinced myselfof its genuine

ameliorating the soil, it is doubtful if car- | Cannel

8

was

There aré™ 130,000 women employed in
various trades in New York city, and
their aggregate income is ‘estimated at
$20,000,000 a year,
Chicago parties have organized & colonyto occupy northwestern New Mexico in
a company of
Recently
Taos county.

Senate; is a court! of impeachment, ad-

N.

after all other remedies had failed,T visited the

nures applied to orchards are mainly carbonaceous ; but,excepting thelr influenee in

fact that this route 1s not only the most dihard times, declared they were the hardest rect, butis confessedly superior in, conever known.
* Why,” said he, *‘I works
struction and equipment. Between Chica.
all day an’ steals all filght, an’ yet I'm go and Pittsburgh, 468 miles, the entire
blest if I can make an honest livin.”
track has been relaid with heavy ties and

arsday,a bill was passed

Valuation of Nashua,

purifier, Hearing of its many wonderful
cures

Most ma- | 8

tial to the growth of the tree.

given. point

Exposition

Says & Boston Physician, “hasBo equalas a blood

has lost some fertilizing substance essen-

sss 1888

abundantly

a paper of pins.
‘A negro who

William B. Spencer.

The

any

Foy the week ending
May 24, 1876.

__ | best ‘way also, toward
the East from Chi- Carbon is supplied by the atmosphere in
cago
or
toward
the
west
from Boston and unlimited quantities,and it is probable that |’
MISCELLANEOUS.
New
York.
That
way
is
by the Fort the carbon which composes most of the | Mocha,
A tin-shop marks the spot where Barbara Wayne & Pennsylvania Railroad line,
wood comes to the tree through the leaves.
Freitchie’s house once stood.
There are several reasons which will Not so with the ash; the mineral sub- | Ho
The paper containing many fine points:

immediate necessity of passing a bill repealing the specie resumption aet. The
contested seat from the fifth Louisiana ais-

journed until Tdesday next.

from

BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

are attacks of insects; but unhealthfulness
in the tree itself indieates that the soil

there
is always one bést way, so in going
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was introduced in the House declaring the
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of causes, prominent. among which
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